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THES IS ABSTRACT

Th is t hesis int ends t o investigate an architectural response to contemporary
need for a built environment that is adaptable , portable, and flex ible in
order to preven t architectural consumption. A vast amount of solid wastes
created by ou r society are the result of the construction or demolition
of arch itecture. Initia lly, we must generate a new attitude towards the
pe rm anence of buildings, and the value of the infrast ruct ure in place. The
int e nt is to create a system in which portions of an architectural construct
can be manipulated o r re placed as deemed necessary by its users, thereby
extending t he she lf life of the whole. What architectural response can
remove t he association s of the commodified object, and retain value over
t ime?



THE S S POSITION

Shelf Life
Addressing Consumption: permanence th rough adaptability . ..

Our environment is threatened by our actions, and the bu ilding of
architecture accounts for a great deal of material and energy waste in our

society. Concurrently, our attitude toward the production of commodities
(which includes architecture), and our predilection towards consum ing them

rises in intensity.

Attitudes toward the permanence of architecture must be changed . Those

things with cultural value hav.e greater permanence than those that do not,
and by maintaining the value of architecture we may prolong its lifespan.
In response, one may envision an architecture that is able t o conform to

user needs , allowing for different ideas or functions . Th is would allow

architecture to hold its value over time and a multitude of use rs , negat ing
the need for new construction or significant renovation . This architectural
solution may have portions th at are more enduring, but also more flexible

portions, that might be considered mobile , imperma ne nt, and recyclable due

to their disposable value .

In" addition , materials can be transformative through considerations of the

permanent and ephemeral, and by conditions of dematerialization . Materials
conceived of as waste could be adapted to new uses, defying the notion of

waste.

Flexibility or adaptability also pertains to programmatic requirements , both

current and future uses as well as ad aptive reuse issues. On a smaller scale ,
transformative environments allow the user to adapt the archit ect ure th at

surrounds them through a series of physical or sensual man ipulations. The

user has a greater control of space, and acts as the designer. Th is space
would ideally be anticipatory rather than prescriptive.

By allowing for adaptability. architecture may re define itself as accommodating

to the changes required of it by social forces . Ultimately. the intent of
this thesis is to investigate adaptability in arch itecture that allows for
transformations on a variety of temporal and physical scales.



THE S

Shelf Life

S P 0 SIT o N

Preface

Architecture, or the built environment, exists within, and is an expression of a

culture. It meets specific functional needs of this specific culture, and, as a result,

is transformed by and reflective of this culture. The United States, and increasingly

the rest of the world, has embraced late capitalism. Contemporary architecture is

a product of this culture, thus the options for resistance are limited. Architecture

could regress to a more traditional, permanent, and unchanging model as a reaction

against this cultural flux. While this is an acceptable reaction, it requires a consistent

reject io n of cultural values and market trends, in addition to public policies. This is

unlikely, and more so fallible , because in doing so, it no longer performs its obligation

or function to society. Another option would be to create an architecture that

is more flexible to the contemporary need for change. Adaptable architecture is

more consistently modified or controlled and can meet both a variety of functional

requirements of a place, as well as the cultural t rends and values. Our gross

misunderstanding of our environment and the implications of modern culture

and architectural production pose a se rious threat to our existence, and our

consumption of the built environment concerns this thesis greatly.

"Ralph Waldo Emerson, a prescient philosopher and poet with a careful eye for

nature , reflected a common belief when , in the early 1830's he desc ribed nature

as 'essences unchanged by man ; space, the air, the rive r, the leaf'. " - William

McDonough I

At this time, the United States demolition indust ry takes down two hund red

thousand buildings each year, and thirty to forty percent of all waste material is

related to activities of the built environment. In 1996, the Environmental Protection

Agency provided statistics that stated that as much as ninety-two percent of

construction waste was attributed to building renovation and demolition", In the

last forty years, we have begun to understand the consequences of our lifestyles, and

particularly our industrial creations. We must take notice from the environmental

debacles of history, and thoughtfully recognize that serious problems exist in the way

in which we currently live.

This thesis addresses a primary architectural question . What architectural response

contains the desirable characteristics of sustainability while still providing for the

needs of our built environment? This thesis will investigate the integration of an

adaptive architecture with consideration for waste .

Flexibility to adapt to user's needs has now become a necessary aspect of the

built environment in order to limit both the commodification and the wastefulness

of architecture . This adaptation may allow easy shifts of programmatic elements

to address user needs; the result being an architecture that is less susceptible to

demolition and renovation. This architectural solution might also encourage the use

of societal waste as a building material. This thesis will seek to challenge notions



of permanence in the fluidity of contemporary culture and establish a sustainable

option for a new paradigm.

Current sustainable movements and corporate idealism cloud the most important

issues at stake. While the new hybrid of "greenish" buildings begin to hint at a new

ecological agenda, they often ignore a larger issue of consumption. Though these

buildings may have a smaller impact on the environment than conventional buildings,

they are still commodified entities that fail to challenge our understanding of waste

and consumption. Architecture has adopted the commercialization of aesthetic

trends as much as fashion, and for many has become the art of creating interesting

skin and form, with tastes changing nearly every five years. We are not yet thinking

differently about how we define necessity or how things might be shared minimize

duplication . William McDonough rejects the current approach to sustainability in his

recent book, Cradle to Cradle. "To be less bad is to accept things as they are. to

believe that poorly designed. dishonorable, destructive systems are the best humans

can do. This is the ultimate failure of the "be less bad" approach: a failure of the

imagination .. . What would it mean to be 100% good?") In essence. sustainability

is not a moral choice that promises to complicate and deprive us our needs and

objectives. but rather it is working within our ecological systems to provide the

healthiest environment to sustain both plant and animal life. McDonough contends

that our current attitude should encourage ways to look at being better to the

environment. while maintain ing a high quality of life.

Historically, we tend to view humanity and nature in an adversarial relationship.

Several people. including McDonough. have cited a modern theory of "brute force"

that hopes to overcome natural obstacles through forces of industry. We maintain

an attitude that nature serves us with materials for our making, and through our

intelligence. we may conquer nature for our means. We use its resources. which are

occasionally thought of as permanent, to our ends. This attitude was more prevalent

in the past but seems to still hold contemporary value.

Consumption of Goods

There is some debate as to who is responsible for our current rate of consumption.

though it seems that consumers will need to alter their attitudes. rather than

corporations. In our current market. most businesses assume that they cannot

care for the environment and also stay competitive. On the other hand , it is

the responsibility of business to raise ecological concerns regarding their product.

process. supply. and by-product. As consumers. do we simply accept the rate of

consumption by which we currently live? Perhaps we may consider an alternative;

products (and architecture) could be made with remarkable durability, quality, and

adaptability - in total. a more sustainable design.

One such sustainable practice is known as Design for Disassembly. Randy Croxton

of the Croxton Collaborative. a leader in the. argues for a school he designed. "If a

building doesn 't support change and reuse. you only have the illusion of sustainability.

You may have excellent building orientation and other energy-saving systems. but the

building must also be able to be flexible to meet a change in curriculurrr'," The reality

of society is that buildings no longer need to maintain a fixed use or function ,

(nor could they.) This is an age, in many circumstances, in which architecture

is known to be impermanent and is designed as such. Retail and commercial



developers understand the shifting market forces that make something like Home

Depot viable in many communities for only thirty years before its almost predictable

decline. In response, the building has little monetary and architectural quality. and

the implication that the building will be demolished when it is no longer useful. In

other markets. however. the built environment has slightly more stability. though the

internal aspects of the architecture still must respond to adaptation.

How would this alternative translate to a building? In many ways. buildings share

many characteristics with other "durable" products. They are made up of a variety of

materials with little regard for the environment or the health of the inhabitants. They

also reflect an attitude that regards buildings as a commodity that is traded . owned

for profit. sold. and used until it no longer has value to someone. Real estate is one

of the primary methods of storing and investing wealth. At some time in the

future . it is expected that a building will be significantly altered for a new use. or

demolished altogether. This associated cultural value is what defines the worth of

a thing , and extended or enduring worth will typically define permanence. In the

context of goods or buildings, that which is temporal. transient. and ephemeral is

such because of a limited cultural value . The associated value of a commodity. or

the commodification of an object has much to do with its making. When an object

is created for you. it contains far less personal associations than something that one

creates for themselves. Instead. value is merely associations to the actual object,

reflective of society's opinion of that thing. If the necessary characteristics are not

found within that thing. it no longer has value .

In his book,The Green Imperative, Victor Papanek defines this state of consumption

and planned obsolescence. " . . .[D]esigners have been able to sell 'lo nging and

dissatisfaction.' Manipulative styling creates the initial lust for the object. and then

the subsequent disenchantment when it no longe r looks fresh . Built-in obsolescence

helps to create this dissatisfactions." Planned obsolescence in the building industry

is quite circumstantial, but is more evident in the commercial. retail. and indust rial

markets. Buildings in this category are built at a lower cost. with the inte nt of

demolishing the structure, or selling it prior to the end of the building 's shelf life.

It is not uncommon for certain key building elements to only be rated for a twenty

to thirty year life. Steward Brand. in his book How Buildings Learn, declared that

buildings seem to be formed by three forces : technology, money, and fashion ", His

book describes several different typologies of adaptation. each based upon certain

influences . Brand argues that buildings exist in the fluidity of time or "flow" and must

adapt to these changing circumstances but are not designed to do so . Furthermore,

in a 1960 manifesto. GEAM, an architectural collaborative in Western Europe wrote

a program for a mobile architecture. citing the increasing question of mobility,

communication. and interconnectedness. While investigating modern town planning.

one primary premise read as follows. "Existing constructions and those still being

put up today are too rigid and difficult to adapt to life as it is lived"," All of these

ideas inform a single concept that is central to this thesis; in order to extend their

longevity. and thereby reducing consumption and waste, buildings must be adaptable .

The commodification of architecture has also been a negative aspect to building

consumption. Current tax structures encourage turnover of buildings, allowing the

construction industry to self perpetuate . Real estate speculation forces architecture

into an environment where it is valued for its marketability as an investment or

valued object. It is the primary generator of wealth for a majority of society's



members . Real Estate is commonly a positive investment opportunity, and in certain

markets it has great prospects for profit. This is not necessarily a large problem,

but contemporary trends seem to display an emphasis on that building which can be

built mos t cheaply, whi le maintaining a market value , and ensuring the greatest profit

margin. In th is context, buildings are no different than any other product, with the

exception of its grea ter expense .

Th rough exam ining the commodification of buildings , we can make similar conclusions

about the products of mass production . Today, when an object is bought, it most

likely was cre ated in a far off, unident ified land, and brought to us through a variety of

transportati on means . The consumer is separated from the creation and production.

The result of t his situation is a continued disenfranchisement from making. Detroit

is a city tha t was cre ated by making and manufacturing. It identifies itself as the

"moto r city" and takes pride in the blue-collar employee who slaves in a factory

for a wage. Each pe rson understood that their car was made here, and pride

bellows by associatio n. Today, th is ident ificat io n is merely nostalgic , as industry has

moved elsewhe re . Detroit's loss of the auto-industry is representative of the larger

movem e nt of global economics, where making takes place in the third-world, rather

tha n t he first. One could argue that consumption and the loss of meaning in the

making of goods are interrelated. We are increasingly less emotionally attached to

o ur t hings. We have overcome ou r uneasiness with purchasing foreign-produced

goods and care less about our domestic disinvestments. Conceivably, we could renew

t his association to making by beginning to produce goods again in our communities.

Alternat ively, new manufacturing technologies and processes may allow consumers to

cus tomize products to their specific needs or tastes . By participating in the process,

t he custom er may have a grea ter attachment to the associated thing .

Context and Circ umsta nce

Econo mic glo balization has created a society and a built environment of uncertainty

and flux.

In t he Midwes tern post-industrial (rust belt) cities, and in particular Detroit, one can

se e t hat a se ries of ra pid socioeconomic shifts have occurred, drastically changing

t he way that buildings ar e used , and whether they are used at all. In this voided

spa ce, where industry has fled (as has the middle class) the remnants of buildings

ar e the on ly reminders of the past. It is this environment-in-f1ux that characterizes

many region s th roughout the country. Adaptation becomes necessary as tenants and

building owne rs hip become more fleeting and temporary in today's ever-changing

marketplace .

This thesis addresses quest ions of consumption and commodification in a controversial

arena; th e pr ogram selected as a ve hicle for this investigation is the central corporate

operations and fact o ry for a furnit ure company. The decis ion to name a program that

is both dependent upon and prosperous through consumption, allows the project to

ask an important que st ion; can a co rpo ration embrace the concept of truly durable

goods and still be succ essful?

Co nventi onal wisd om sugges ts t hat a furniture corporation, competing in the global

marketplace, seemingly has little choice in its sus tainable vision . Environmental

compliance, even an attitude of preservation , can destroy the competitive edge of



a company. However, some companies, such as Ford Motor Company and Herman

Miller. are finding it financially desirable to be green. Increasing efficiency. reducing

ene rgy consumption, and establishing healthy work environments all improve the

bottom line and assist in maintaining a competitive edge . However, consumers are

still hes itant to spend more on products that ensure nature's well-being. The result,

McDonough suggests, is that consumers purchase the cheaper products produced

overseas where regulations are insignificant or non-existents. McDonough also

argues that, "Eco- efficient factor ies are held up as models of modern manufacturing.

But in truth many of them are only distributing their pollution in less obvious ways9."

In ess ence, they are better at hiding the fact that they do pollute. McDonough cites

the high smokestacks that can distribute and displace pollution at great distances.

Historical Response

Reco gnizing these trends created by economics and pol icy. and the contemporary

nee ds and tastes for newness and change. several architectural movements were

formed. The metabolists, a group of architects and planners from japan, formed

a st rong position on these issues. Kisho Kurukawa, one of the leaders of this

move ment wrote. "Architecture and cities are always changing. so likewise , their

struct ure s shou ld be open, and the ir relat io nship with nature valued . We should no t

be preoccupied with matter, with substance " ,'

The cultural condit ion that created th is th inking was rooted deep ly in tradition .

Eastern cultu re 's attitudes have long been reflective of religio us bel iefs. and Buddh ism

hold s a ce nt ral belief in the impermane nce of things. The Ise Shr ine has been taken

apart and rebuilt every twenty years, over sixty times . as part of a ritual. The

shrine has what Victor Papanek describes as " pe rmanence through continuity ' I ." The

japanese also favor modula r building systems. The tatarnl mat and the shoji screen

co mprise the modular components for traditional japanese arch itectu re which might

be reused in other bu ildings. o r changed easily when new modules we re needed !",

By ado pting the concept of modular ity, they have embraced pre fabr icat ion in building

con struct io n. Kisho Kurokawa described his modern arch itecture that was de r ived

from th is cultural cond ition , "Mo bile dwell ing un its inspired by th e space age

and the rapid onset of the throwaway consumer cultu re we re centra l to th ese

visions . Permanent buildings would become redundant and give way to flexible

st ructures better able to cope with a society in flux!' ," These metabol ists initia lly

thought of three scales of equipment, house , and city " . Alvin Toffler summarized

Metabolism simply as, "the attempt to lend whole structures pe rm anent by making

their substructures impermanent 's." A variety of systems were employed in act ual

built envi ronments. The goal was flexib ility and adaptability of bu ilding components,

systems, and architecture in general. Kurokawa, elaborate ], "Metabo lism bec ame an

extended biological analogy .. . . It compared bu ildings and cities to an ene rgy process

found in all life: the cycles of change, the constant renewal and dest ruction of o rgan ic

tissue ... their ideal is to design a city so flexible in its connections that parts could

grow, t ransform themselves and die while the whole animal kept Iiving'6.. ...

At the same time. several other architects aligned with these ideas . Archigram, a

collaborative out of London, described several fantasy-like urban design proposals.

The Plug-In city was a proposal by Archigram for the London Metropolitan area

which was created around a high-speed mass transpo rtation device. The int ent was

to facilitate a new kind of living that was emerging in the early I970 's and define



a better way to live in the future . However. the plan also recognized the rates

at which people move and change. It "acknowledges throwaway architecture"."

Plug-In city was incongruous with the traditional European architectural tradition of

permanence and monumentality. but was careful to appease the public. The new plan

was linear and did not depend on any significant destruction of the existing urban

fabric. Rather. it proposed an alternative condition for the sprawl that consumed

the natural countryside and surrounding cities. Its creators also envisioned that this

system would grow to connect other cities such as Paris and Liverpool.

In this proposal. there is a consideration for both temporal and physical weight.

Those city components with greater physical and/or temporal weight are located on

the lower levels of the city. while those rapidly changing and lightweight structures

were placed at the upper levels of the city. The building and rebuilding of the city is

facilitated through a crane system attached to a monorail above the city. The result

is a city grid of services. residential. commercial. and industrial spaces. suspended in a

narrow vertical grid . Speed and transportation of goods and people are emphasized.

The Plug-In city was a rational approach to a series of problems of modern life.

Simple ideas were created. such as the department store that 'plugged-in' additional

space for the holiday rush to meet changing needs IS.

Contemporary society. in addition to the concerns addressed in Plug-in city and

Metabolist theo ries. must deal with the larger issue of waste. Both of the

aforementioned architectural proposals allow for efficient and fluid change of

architectural units. yet a variety of concerns for these proposals arise. The most

significant question is where do these expendable components go when they are

unwanted ? While the waste of consumption may have been a limited concern forty

years ago. today we recognize the fallibility of these proposals . The environmental

risk of reckless consumption is a far greater concern. Assuredly. the thesis of

Metabolism and the Plug-in city did relatively little to care for the environment.

In fact . both encouraged architectural consumption and planned obsolescence as a

societal fact. rather than a misguided trend.

By definition however. these proposals were adaptive. Adaptation or flexibility is

a necessity in some built environments. In some instances. the land value exceeds

the worth of the building . and in others. the building location is desirable but

not the structure. Adaptation defines the way in which a thing reacts to certain

environmental conditions. or stimuli. When a thing is acted upon. it in turn adapts to

this effect. creating a more desirable state for that thing. Flexibility allows a condition

of built-in change. for a variety of needs and environments.

Adaptation and Flexibility

The hypothesis of an adaptable or flexible architecture is plausible as a logical

solution to problems associated to waste in contemporary society. If our buildings

were developed to allow manipulation of internal space or external appearance.

perhaps they would maintain their worth over time. becoming a more permanent

part of the built environment. By extending this building life. we essentially can

conserve a significant amount of materials and energy. thus sustaining the built and

natural environments . One simple example of this adaptation. or adaptive-reuse. as

it is currently named. is the conversion of early 20 th century factory buildings into

high rent lofts that takes place across the country. These buildings are particularly



suited to adaptation bec ause of their layou ts, nar row plans , high ceilings, structura l

condition, and extensi ve daylight. They also have a speci fic characte r t hat ho lds a

trendy aesthetic value .

Adaptive Reuse takes place o n a longer time scale and is most commonly dependent

upo n a certain vacan cy. It also usually occu rs following a change of property

owne rship. This adaptat ion takes place ove r the time of co nst r uct io n, perhaps up to

two years. In this case, th e ada ptation is cheaper than a new building and has added

"character value that co mes with a histor ic build ing. It answers a ve ry specific need

in the bu ilt env ironment. But what if adaptation could take place at a much shorter

tem poral scale? What if it did not involve a change in ownership? What if a building

cou ld literally shed its skin as required by aesthetic trends? What happens when a

bu ilding is so flexible that there are few circumstances that would ever lead to it s

destruction?

One proposed design too l for ada ptive architecture is known as scenario planning.

This attempts to antici pate t he building's needs in the next five to twenty years

and provides acc ommo dati ons to a var iety of needs, rat he r than choosing a single

prog ram objective!". It attem pts to analyze the com plex re lat io nships of the global

mar ket place and provide a series of hypothetical s ituations which become part of

t he design program. In addition, scenario based program operates under some

bas ic assumpt io ns. Steward Brand argues, "A spatially diverse building is easie r to

make use adjustments in th an a spatially monotonous one - people can just move

around" ." In his opinion, medium to small rooms accommodate the widest va riety

of uses. He also developed the notion of anticipated growth, where po rt ions of a

building may be usable , but unfin ished . This would allow the spaces to be finished as

growt h required, and with the lessons learned from the finished spaces.

Brand also cites Building 20 on the campus of Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

This building has unusual flex ibility because of it s oversized structu re , allowing it to

handle significant loads and accommodate growth! '. Despite the co nd itions of the

building - it was dirty, ugly, too hot or too cold - its inhabitants found that they

could man ipulate their spa ces as they pleased and reveled in the freedom. " No bo dy

complained when you nailed something to a door," stated Jerome Wisner, retired

pres ident of MIT22. MIT has ke pt accurate records of their building fac ilit ies , and

have found that five pe rce nt of their buildings change use each year. Because of

this rate of cha nge, Jo hn R. Freeman developed typology efficiencies for the campus

which would acc om mo date change mo st easi ly an d fou nd that a sixty-four foot

wide building performed most graciously" . Building 20 illustrates this concept of

adaptation, the personalizati on of space for one's interests, as a ve ry important

aspect of architecture for se lect groups of people . Artist occupied lofts, prio r to the

renovation boom, also are indicative of this creative class.

This proposed adaptation takes place at a variety of scales. On the smallest scale,

building assemblies could react to natural climatic conditions, where doors and

facades open to the outdoors, and skylights pivot in reaction to the sun . Illustrating

a creative control over environment, transformative environments allow the user

to manipulate the physical and sensual qualities of space. Thro ugh hinging, folding,

packaging, and extendi ng, use rs have greater co nt ro l over spac e and are more satisfied

and efficient. O n a slightly larger sca le, on e could imagine po r table , on demand pods

of offices, storage, an d ot he r functi on s addressing imm ediate needs of the building



to grow or sh ift. Buildings could also grow in pre-designed manipulations, where

the de fined bu ilding pe rimeter is fluid. and breathing. These changes could take

place ove r a matter of days . On the largest scale of programmatic shifts. scenario

based changes cou ld be adopted, involving larger portions of buildings. and complete

changes of program . In this case, a series of pavilions allow parts to be changed or

bro ken off as necessary.

The condition o r qual it ies of space with regards to adaptation is also important.

Diffe r ing func t ions will have their own des irable characteristics of space. lighting

levels, and ve nti latio n requireme nts. Thus. the tectonic must have the ability to

pr ovide these spat ial qual it ies with ease . While these changes are not expected to be

as imm ediate, t he architectural response should be anticipated if possible. For this

reas on, the operab ility of the building envelope and its varying configurations is an

em phasis.

The issu e of flex ible archit ect ure's construction is very much tied to the larger goal

of adaptability. Mate r ial jo ining, uniformity. and ease of disassembly are important

conside rat ions . Does th is architecture still retain an on-site construction processes

whi ch ar e proven to be inefficie nt in time. quality, and are more threatening to

ecology? Perhaps it could become a modular system where pre-manufactured

uniform par ts are interchanged as necessary. What is permanent on the site and

what is conside red interchangeable? What is the scale of this transformation? What

sce nar ios are possible , and what typology is most suited to these changes? What is

th e desired qu ality of space, such as light and ventilation, in various types of uses, and

how are th ese env ironments attai nable through the adaptable architecture?

Ad diti onally, the re exists a growing concern with the quality of building construction

today. Steward Brand cites typical or avp.rage shelf lives for building components.

Site is co nside red to be eternal. St ructure may last 30 to 300 years. Building

skin lasts no lo nge r t han 20 years . Heating, ventilating, and cooling equipment may

last se ve n to fifteen yea rs . Lastly the space inside may last up to thirty years in

a home, bu t no more than three years in a commercial or retail application" . If

we ar e to assum e that t hese components will change at these rates, how can the

design acco mmo date t hese interventions? The need for adaptation is essential in our

current cultu ral condition .

Material Ada pt atio n

O ne could also anti cipate a fo rm of material adaptation that would engage the

use of waste as building material. Rural Stud io, a student study program run by

the Auburn University School of Arch itecture, has created several projects using

waste as the primary building mate r ial. While these decisions were often guided by

economics rather than some eco logical agenda. they prove the utility of waste. Using

car windshields (Mason's Bend Community Cente r), old tires (Yancey Chapel), wax

impregnated cardboard (Cardb oar d Pod ), carpet, and license plates, the students and

directors of the Rural Stu dio have. in essence created an architecture of discarded

materials. Many of their pr ojects include salvaged mate rials. "

Lotlek has also engaged this ques t io n. They ar e an architecture firm based in New

York City that has taken an unusual theo re tical pos it ion . They def ine themselves

as "an ongoing investigation int o artificial natu re , or t he unmappable outgrowth of



familiar. unexplo red . man-made. and technological elements woven into urban and

subu rban reality"." From th is context they seek to " [ex t ract] from this ar tificia l

nature prefabricated objects. systems and technologies to be used as raw mate rials ."

Furthermore. they define the work as the "rando m encounter with ob jects th at

are displaced. transformed. and manipulated to fulfill program needs." T hey seek

to " [rethink] the way in wh ich the human body inte racts with the products and

by-products of industrialltechnological culture ."

Translating this into the ir projects. Lotlek has done extensive resea rch into the

use of shipping containers and has found other mate rials . such as petroleum tanker

t ra ilers . used in the Morton Duplex in New York in 199927
• Again the emphasis

is not on any ecological cause . but rather answering questions with solutions th at

have already been created. This work again displays the possibility of adopting the

remnants of indust rial society as bu ilding materials. Their work has analyzed t he

shantytowns of South America where industrial materials are pulled together to

form habitation . They also use an extensive vocabulary of language such as detritus .

decay. abandon. disca rd . delete. disposable. dismantle. throwaway. throw out. su rplus.

trash. obsolete. leftover. neglected. residue . alien . deformed . and hundreds of others

to describe their analysis . Other projects produced by this firm include a wo rk island

made up of four refrigerators. a multifunctional space created from the fuse lage of a

decommissioned Boeing 747. and several other gallery installations dealin g with the

integration of technology and industrial waste.

Both Lotlek and the Rural Studio have initiated investigations into waste as bu ilding

materials with different intent. Both have motives that extend beyond a purely

env ironmental question but have nonetheless succeeded in redefining waste . This

ad-hoc spirit. discussed at length by Charles Jencks in Adhocisrn" , adopts the mass

produced object as a part of the material palette "fo r th is" new purpose . It lit erall y

translates the notion of recycling without reprocessing. Th is is a labor inte nsive.

custom craft. wh ich allows the material to have power over des ign. Th e materials

exist in a state that is not easily altered. and the des ign accommodates . One could

argue that this form of adaptation may have a future in the first world. In other parts

of the wo rld . inhabitants have graciously accepted. modified . and constructed shelte rs

out of what we might consider garbage. There is something adm irable abo ut the

creative and industrious nature that their desperate needs necessitate.

Material recycling and reuse may be implemented to facilitate William McDonou gh

has written extensively about the state of recycl ing materials . He argues t hat

recycling often requires the material to be down cycled . wh ich can be far more

destructive if not done properly. Our products often bond recyclable products with

harmful chemicals and toxins. which 'can be re leased in the process of reforming

the material. essentially creating more damage to ecology" . McDonough propos es

the concept of up cycling. whereby products of a good are iso lated an d retain their

desirable pu r ity. so that they may be used again in the same manner in the future. He

calls it the closed loop industri al cycle" . Th is attitude is also reflected in th e ideas

of des ign for demol it ion . wh ich Victor Papanek def ines as the consc ious intention

of demo lition that allows ease of tak ing apa rt and re mo ving po rtions o f a larger

construction!' . He suggests that parts be made of the same material s an d fasten ers

joining differing materials be eas ily taken apart. Th is notion has taken hold in Europe .

whe re Ge rman car manufactur e rs are requ ired to obtain. disassemble. and .recycle

their cars when their buyers ar e finished with the m. Th is has led to a des ign for



disassembly in the BMW Z-I automobile among other thlngs". While the acronym

DFD holds a different definition for several groups, they all intend to make recycling

an easier process.

This thesis proposes a subversive economy of need, rejecting consumerism, planned

obsolescence, and a lack of material integrity. Rather it supports quality design and

durable products. What might an economy based on considerate consumption deem

as the proper venue for selling and manufacturing objects for sale? In this uncertain

environment, the health of the environment is the interest, rather than last month's

sales. This program is intended to reform the current state of production and

consumption that McDonough describ~s. "At its deepest foundation, the industrial

infrastructure we have is linear: it is focused on making a product and getting it to

a customer quickly and cheaply without considering much else"." This architecture

will attempt to provide a venue which will encourage the productive and considerate

consumption of both manufactured goods and architecture .

This thesis recogn izes the commodification, commercialization, and consumption of

architecture today. From the perspective of sustainability, architecture 's building

life must be extended in order to conserve building materials as well as energy.

Passive strategies, energy and water conservation, and green materials can be used

for remarkable results, yet they ignore the larger issue of architecture's shelf life.

Recognizing the contemporary need for cultural fluidity, this architecture attempts

to adapt to changing needs, extending utility, and therefore value of the architecture.

This negates the need for significant renovations or perhaps demolition. By accepting

the program of a factory where facility needs change rapidly, this thesis challenges

notions of impermanent architecture. It also questions the notions of waste and

utility, and investigates the use of discarded materials as suitable building materials

and assemblies. This thesis is intended to find a solution for a relatively undiscovered

aspect of building sustainable architecture.

I William McDonough and Michael Braungart, Cradle to Cradle. (New York: North
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Similar to Japanese architect Kisho Kurokawa's

proposals, this is an exam ple of a residential tower.

The exception in this exampl e is the means of

construction and change is co ntained within, with

the crane at the top of the building. The capsules

are a basic living unit , and portions of the unit

were specifically design ed to be removed. An

appliance unit was design ed to be removed th rough

an oversized door and replaced as necessary,without

replacing the housing unit .

The goal of the plug-in city is to eliminate the

development of in between cities and development

that swallows the natural rural landscape, and

develop a city o rganized by the requirements of a

contemporary lifestyle.

Opposite Page:

The layout of a housing prototype. Living units wrap

the exterior of the building, wh ile inte rior spaces are

relegated to parking , circulation, and environmental

systems. Crowing the building is a community green

space . The building is part of a larger network

of transportation to all other po rt ions of the city.

The project also considered the possibility that in

the future , parking space could be used for other

functions, and the automobile would no lo nger be

necessary.



Section through city:

Archigrarn's designers saw the diagonal circulation

tubes as a more efficient means of transportation.

These would house escalators and elevators. The

literal weight of the city, both temporal and

physical,would be relegated to the lower portions

of the city, while the transitory and light would

reside in the upper layers . In this instance, a crane

on a monorail handles the work load . Below

is a proposal for a center of business, including

hovercraft buildings. At the bottom of the page, a

community.

The contemporary need for mobility and change

still exists today. In plug-in city, mobility is

the primary concern, as transportation, housing,

goods, and people are moved as they choose.

Materials also favor metal and plastics instead

of the typically solid and monumental materials

such as brick and concrete. They are considered

by Cook to be non-reusable and messy in their

destruction. To be critical, the design never fully

displays any type of anticipated use, nor displays

how these could be accommodated. Instead they

relied on system that removed obsolete buildings

as needed. The concept seems to reject any type

of sustainability cause.



Being theoretical, it is difficult to completely analyze this

work. Without question, it has profound vision, and

realistic applications. These ideas have been dismissed

as Utopian, or unable to be realized without a political

dictatorship. Truthfully, perhaps this is the reason that

these ideas have been dismissed for decades as we

continue to think about cities the way we always

have. The plug-in city th inks about arch itectu re as

impermanent, perhaps "throwaway," but seems to

respond to the way society truly is, a group of mindless

consumers, disgusted with thei r own past taste, and

intent on having the newest product. The plug-in city

did not necessarily offer these ideas as the only option,

but recognized that it is an alternative respo nse to

contemporary urban issues .

the plug-in mall



Swiss Pavilion
Peter Zumthor
Hanover, Germany
Expo 2000

"Klangkorper Schwiez "

"Switzerland as Resonating body"

Peter Zumthor designed this pavilion in

the face of the high tech pavilions found

representing the many countries across the

globe. Zumthor chose a natural box,

constructed of wood and steel tension rods.

The goal of the pavilion is to provide live

music, rest, food and drinks to the weary

visitors. One gets lost in the aromatic wood

labyrinth.

This project represents a temporal condition

for my investigation. More importantly, it is

designed for its own removal, by which the

materials can be reused after their original

use . Zumthor achieves a construction system

of disassembly. This project exemplifies an

ephemeral existence of arch itecture as well

as the recycling of materials.

This structure also creates a connection with

natural materials in an exh ibition that desires

to showcase technology. .....1 never start

with technology. Rather, I always have an

architectural idea, which very conventionally,

has something to do with the place and

function which has to be fulfilled," stated

Zumthor in an interview. Said one critic,

"The sound box, simply enough, is above all

an offering for visitors overwhelmed by the

stimuli of the fair, a place to rest and relax."



Illustrated here is the typical construction detail

for the wall structures. The wood timbers are

cut, then stacked. Following this, a series of

tension rods are attached to the top of the wall,

and tightened as necessary to provide stability.

After its desired use, the wood is ready to be

used in another condition. The wood has dried

evenly, due to the open, stacking pattern and

could arguably be a better product than one that

a lumberyard would provide. The simplicity of

the tectonic system presents surprising interest

and aesthetic beauty.
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Formally the plan is constructed as a loose labyrinth. with gathering spaces to house the desired functions .

The most interesting aspect of this structure. and those of the expo. is that they are designed as temporary pieces .

but yet still retain a high cultural value by association. Still, we realize that these pieces have a set expiration date.

a building that is to be a non-building when the value is terminated by the closing of the Expo. On a long enough

time line. all buildings have an end. which is generally determined by its inhabitants. The temporal condition of

event architecture merely seems to be a shorter version of our normal built environment.

An additional consideration is the involvement of people to this structure. People essentially inhabit an instrument

where music drifts and resonates. As onemoves through the space, the sensory perceptions can influence many

different experiences. This is a temporal condition experienced through the influence of people. not architecture

alone.



DE-CONSTRUCTION

The use of natural materials in a relat ively
unprocessed sta te makes strong connections
to nature, while se rving the funct ion of the
music box. The failure of this structure is
also the impermanence of its construction.
The structure had to be constantly monitored,
evaluated, and repaired over time , as it was
somewhat unstable.

The idea that building materials can be reused
is not new, and yet the idea is refreshing
in th is instance. This project shows that
arch itectu re that is designed to be salvaged
can st ill have pronounced permanence and
architectu ral qua lity. Thei r materials can also
be des igned in such a way to promote further
use after the init ial planned funct ion.

MATERIAL



after the exposition, the building is dismantled ,
and its parts are used elsewhere.



Nakagin Capsule
Building

Kisho Kurokawa

To kyo. japan

1970

This pro ject was an exp ress ion of the Metabolist

Movement that grew out of Post-war japan . Kurokawa

was a major proponent of capsule architecture.

no doubt result ing from the creation of the space

age. The Nakagin capsule towers are comprised of

an arrangement of bachelor capsules intended to

provide a very spec ific need of small scale residential

living. Sited inTokyo. one can see a specific response

to a city with extremely high density of development

and an ever changing context.

Meta bo lists recognized a new age of mobility

as well. and encouraged prefab rication methods.

Modular des igns were inspired by tradit ionaljapanese

Architect ure . The tatam i mat and shoji screen

were both created out of a universal modularity.

Cont radicto ry to the building's concept. however.

all of th e capsules remain unchanged. and interest

groups vie to save the architect ure as an artifact.

Kurokawa has argued himself that the capsules

needed to be updated and mainta ined. and yet no

work has been do ne.



The 144 capsules are prefabricated units that we re

attached in about thirty days time. The I0 squa re

meter capsules serve as studio apartment units for

travelling businessmen. They are fastened to the

cent ral shaft via a series of steel connections . and

these connections are able to be disassembled in

order for the unit to be moved elsewhere . o r be

replaced over time.

This process allows the core structure and se rvice

portions of the towers to remain even as its

capsules change. Instead of demol ishing an enti re

building because of its perceived obsolescence. the

building can be easily preserved.

Prefabrication conserves the embodied energy

of the final product. Manufactu ring processes

encourage a higher level of quality. minimal waste of

material. and a concentration of spent energy. In

addition. it may not be difficult to create a module

that is entirely recyclable. We can significantly

reduced the amount of waste in our landfills by

using these ideas.

The problem with this system is one of flexibility.

The capsules themselves are extremely efficien t.

yet the engineering accepts only parts that are

designed as specifically compat ible.
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Modular systems, capsules included, seem to be too rigid for

universal acceptance. American thought values individuality. and

would reject any thought of sameness. However, drive down any

street, and one may find that we too all live in the same house. New

technologies in manufacturing might allow maximum customization

of the individual units . much like purchasing an automobile. with

many more options.

The failure of the individual capsule unit is the failure of this

building. By adopting a closed system. the units have not been

replaced as planned. They were designed as ultra contemporary

modules of living,and from the standpoint of today, look extremely

dated on the interior. Also, the inflexible units allowed only one

use for a limited number of occupants, essentially making them of

little value to many users. Ifgiven the chance. however, the building

could be updated within as little as a few months.
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Detail of system of

Conceptually, one could easily see these capsules

growing in size to a two bedroom apartment unit, or

small office that could be prefabricated and brought

in pieces to be assembled onto the tower.

Most importantly, the project is proof that these

ideas which may be construed as utopian can actually

be built and inhabited for decades. The Japanese

displayed a mastery of technology and engineering

when they built what other dreamers could not. The

use of prefabrication is also commendable for such

a scale. and the variations of attachment which can

be changed could create a visual! temporal texture .

One can appreciate the simplicity of the concept,

and the ideology that was presented with this work.

However. the capsules surpassed their obsolescence.

and in doing so may have jeopardized their original

intent. After taking on a cultural and architectural

value. the building is in danger of becoming an

artifact.
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BMW Central Facility
Zaha Had id

Leipzig, Germany

General Program Spaces

in square feet

Connector space - 430,000

Fabrication - 645,000

Paint - 270,000

Assembly - 1,075,000

Zaha Hadid designed this building to act as a connector

space for the rest of the plant. This building takes on

a varied program, as well as the role of a vehicle of

production. Large amounts of people, information, and the

actual assembly line are routed through this facility. Areas

are designed for quality control, engineering, and eating, in

addition to office spaces.

"We didn't think about the project as compartments; we

always saw it as a whole, a single diagram," said Hadid

(Barreneche 86) . One can see this impetus throughout

the building, as fluid spaces collide and blend with one

another. The constant architectural expression is one of

movement. The cars move eerily above the office spaces

from one building to the next, and people transverse raised

walkways.

One of the principal goals was to create a democratic,

transparent, and accessible workspace for all. No one

employee is isolated, and employees can maintain lines of

communication across space through the open floor plan.



Office functions are placed on a "cascade" of floors. They

are designed as largely flexible and open spaces, day lit

from above, with views to the exterior spaces. All office

workers, regardless of the seniority o r superiority work

together in the same condition .

As a qua lity con t ro l measu re , random cars are pulled away

from the assembly line and disassembled in a public view

ing.The space is surrounded by a glass wall.

Raul Barr aneche wrote , "Her building functions neither

solely as administ ration nor production space; it melds

two integra l but typically isolated strands of industrial

business into a mutu ally inspiring relationship."

"Our idea was always to challenge the typology...."

-Zaha Hadid

By ex posing the portions of the manufacture, all occu

pants are aware of production, when and how much is

being produced.

Clearly the plan's organization was derived by the needs

of the separate manufacturing facilities. By tracing the

production line, the general plan of the central building

can be generated. These lines occupy the area at the top

of the vo lume, while the rest of the funct ions are placed

undern eath. In many ways, this places the half built cars

in a superi or hierarchy. This could be interpreted as a

reinforcement of the sole reason each employee is there;

t he product ion of these vehicles that float ominously

above.

Despite this negative aspect, the involvement of these

products into the office environment is a novel concept.

The relationship established involves the white-collar

worker and the act ual product of manufacture. Also,

the plan and architecture convey movement, which

substantiates th e product as a vehicle, specifically a

higher perfo rmance luxury veh icle. Hadid does well not

to extend the metaphor too far, and relies upon her

trademark arc hitectural style .
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This project is most successful in that it juxtaposes a

variety of different program spaces in dynamic ways.

The manufacturing process punctures the volumes with

strong directional moves. Office spaces cascade down

space. Circulation spaces convey movement through formal

expression . According to one source, the conveyers for the

dishwasher in the kitchen create more noise than the cars

overhead. In addition, none of the manufacturing processes

enter the central building. It merely moves the parts from

one facility to another. The primary function is an office

building, but it allows parts of the manufacturing process to

circulate through.

The spatial qualities may be the weakest part of the building.

Office spaces have soaring ceiling heights, and seem to lack

a human scale. Much of this has to do with the bold

architectural moves . Other spaces, such as the labs, have

a very reasonable scale . It seems that the idea to connect

workspace with the view of the cars overhead has extended

some spaces to an uncomfortable quality of space. Also, this

building, like most of Hadid's work raises a question of utility

of space. Some of her spaces could be considered wasted,

oversized, or non-functional as a derivative of her geometry.

In this instance, the foyer area is extremely large, somewhat

barren space.

In general, this building is extremely successful. It creates

flexible office space which facilitates communication. It

mixes a variety of functions well, in addition to the cross

section of workers in the facility. Blue-collar and White

collar workers eat lunch together. Engineers test cars

underneath accountants and managers. Circulation patterns

create opportunity for conversation. As a central building

for a manufacturing complex, it is model for the cross

disciplinary business environment.



Herman Miller SQA Factory
William McDonough + Partners

Holland, Michigan

"simple, quick, and affordable .."

Miller SQA is a subsidiary company of the furn itu re giant

Herman Miller. Th is facility is a 295 ,000 square foot office ,

distribution, and manufactu ring facility in West Michigan.

Miller SQA comprises about 15% of the total revenue of

Herman Miller, and is a revolutionary technology based

business that has allowed for limited choices, but amazing

del ivery times of products.

The mos t intriguing portion of the facility is the

interior "st ree t" where different 'class' and work divisions

commingle with coffee, food, and conversation. The facility

also shares supporting spaces such as the copy room,

conference areas, cafeteria, and fitness center with all

em ployees. The street has a strong connection to natu re

through the building envelope as plants grow on eith er

side of the glass . The street also has art and se rves as th e

organizing spine fo r the plan.

McDonough also des igned this building with many green

considerations, including natural lighting and ventilat io n.

In this workplace, half of the plant's employees mainta in

pe rfect attendance, and production has do ubled (The

Next Industrial Revolution ). Th is facility is fr ien dly to

the employees and to the env ironment. In plan, the

building stretches to allow for exposure to the sun. The

"greenho use" as it is now called , is filled with light and

natural ventilation.



In criticism, the program's organization is still hierarchal.

Some offices take a second floor position, and all office

or 'white-collar' program functions are brought to the

front of the building, which I would consider to be the

most desirable. The architecture gives separate space to

the office worker by compartmentalizing these spaces, and

places them adjacent to the greatest amount of daylight on

the main circulation path . The needs of the manufacturing

facility, specifically the need to move products out of the

buildings upon completion seems to force it to the rear

and sides .

In the manufacturing area, clerestories area part of 47,000

square feet of glass emitting daylight onto the workspace.

The most important aspect of this program is the space

known as the street. Conceptually, integrating the office

worker with the factory worker... connecting... it is a

magnifying event, said McDonough in an interview (The

Next Industrial Revolution). The street is well intentioned,

even if it may not work exactly as promised. At the

least it affords the acknowledgement that other people,

perhaps people of a lower company status do exist.

In this circumstance, the opportunity for collaboration

and conversation in this space is probably not cross

disciplinary, due to the single role of this facility. The

hope is that in a place where there are a larger amount

of disciplines, this program could flourish as an excellent

space of collaboration. In any event, the care for circulatory

space, as a place for more than moving through a building

is an important concept.

Operational Flexibility is achieved in the manufacturing

area by allowing 26 loading docks to occupy three of the

four sides of the building. In this way, the manufacturing

process could be changed quite easily, with the exception

of growing in scale . It also allows the space to function

in both a linear or non-linear production. This facility is

a light manufacturing program, and no parts are fabricated

at this location. It assembles furniture from parts, and

distributes these items.



Major Program Elements

entry, street, daylight and loading docks

II manufacturing -- -
::

II
-

circulation

offices

II loading docks



The most important move McDonough makes is the attempt

to create opportunities for interaction among the workers

of all levels. While this creates greater unity among

employees, it also can facilitate discussion on how the

entire environment could be better. Those working on the

line could make suggestions toward production efficiency,

and managers could establish real life relationships with

their subordinates. In creating the 'street', the architecture

certainly makes the workplace more enjoyable, but also

increases the quality of the products.

This program also establishes an excellent scale at which to

work. The floor plate is dominated by manufacturing spaces,

and the other support systems are clustered in one location.

This thesis develops a program of similar scale, with the

exception that the several other program elements will be

added, including a showroom.

Spatially, the program elements work well, as offices and

other support functions are smaller volumes, while the

manufacturing maintains a full two story height. The

manufacturing is able to quickly adapt to demands as they

arise due to its flexibility.

Inaddition,according to Herman Miller's web site , this building

recycles 97 percent of its production waste, received a LEED

pioneer award (it was built prior to LEED), and naturally

filters storm water runoff (www.hermanmiller.com).

section through street



Herman Miller National

Showroom
Krueck and Sexton

Chicago.Il,

Because the Miller SQA facility lacks a showroom. the

prog ram analysis will also exam ine one such furniture

showroom. This program invo lved a national showroom

used to exhib it a new line of Herman Miller office

furniture and the Eames collection. The arch itect

desired to make the space interesting through the use

of light, transparency. material and space. Elevating

the showroom to an art gallery, Krueck and Sexton

transformed the roughly 20.000 square foot single

floor space into an office and conference environment

to display the office collection. The remaining space

attempted to grasp some concept of a residential setting

for that display purpose.

In consideration of the actual furniture being displayed.

the space seems grossly oversized. A portion of this

scale is determined by the needs of office furniture

pods . By spacing out furniture rather than stacking it

in like a park ing lot. special preference is given to each

piece . In some cases this works for a highly des igned

furniture piece . treating it as art instead of furn iture.

In many ways. Herman Miller products are given the

consideration of art.

This project seems to display the need for an

architectural idea of adaptation . Though th is showroom

is less than five years old, it already shows some dating

of its design. New materials. lighting. and other tools

of the architectural palette have been introduced. and

design tastes have since changed. Programmatically. the

retail space holds the shortest design life span .

The showroom operates as a series of installations

in a large and flexible space . In this way. the space

can remain generic. but a majority of the interior

architecture could be easily changed. Prog rammatically.

there is little to be learned. By providing an open and

flexible space. the architects we re able to iso late and

highlight the furniture . The surrounding aesthetic is
restrained.
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TECTONIC PRECEDENT

igus factory and
headquarters

cologne . germany
nicholas grimshaw



IGUS Factory and Headquarters
Nicholas Grimshaw and Partners

Year Built - 1995

Porz Lind. Cologne. Ge rmany

Gunter Blase required extensive flexibility for a new

factory he was building for his growing plastics company.

His innovat ive environment required a space where

production could change quite rap idly. and the building

had to acco mmodat e these needs. The building had to be

ex tendable to allow for growth. but also internally flexible

to the extent that any building function could happen

anywhere within.

In response. Nicholas Grimshaw created a unique building

that. in essence was static. but could be entirely

disasse mbled and reco nfigur ed at ease. The building

constructio n is founded on several modular principles.

O n the smallest scale . the buildings skin comes in

removable components. a demountable cladding system.

where window s and metal skin can be rearranged and

removed with the pull of a lever. This allows the skin

elements to be relo cated in a larger framework of the

exterior building wall. The goal of this system is to remove

po rt ions of the building witho ut damaging its components

to be reu se d again.

Internal spatia l flexibility was conceived as column free

space. where several large pylons (st ructural cores) rose

out of the structure . From these the roof was hung on a

series of tensi le members . The building layout consisted
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of a series of square modules, each topped with a

skylight. These modules could be replicated again and

again in any direction as necessary. Doors and loading

docks can also be removed and placed elsewhere

with the same technology.

Another method of flexibility included the office

pods. These large-scale modules set within the

framework of the whole, perched on legs above the

facto ry floor. These are self supporting units, which

can be simply lifted and moved around the floor as

function required. All services where brought into

pod units from the roof, using an pumped waste

water system, as well as a pumped fire suppression

system, and roof drainage system. Utilizing pumps

<::> <::>----
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allowed the pipe diameters to be smaller, and therefore

lighter in we ight. The pods can be dismantled and moved

with in two weeks time . Each pod has a services box that

uses flexible connectors to link to the permanent services

of the building. In the event that add itional pods would

be required, they can be located externally and linked

through the building envelope. The pods also contain the

bathrooms and other plumbing needs. The floor slab was

reinforced throughout so that the pods may be able to rest

anywhere within the building.

Robert Kronenburg, in his book Portable Architeaure.defined

the structure simply as "the most flexible static building

ever built." Although the intricacies of the detail design

proved to be complex and time-intensive, the unique

flexibility allowed the building users to eas ily recover

costs. Upon completion, factory workers and managers

were instructed on how to make these changes to

different building components. and the company was able

to understand and manage their building's operations.
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The client of this project has also considered the fact that

his facility has such flexibility that it may be able to adapt

to entirely new functions. such as a growing sub-division

of his own company. or other viable alternatives such as a

supermarket or office use. It is believed that this building may

undergo significant changes over a matter of hours or days.

The genius of this architecture is that it uses relatively generic

building parts and existing technologies. but reinvent s them for

this new use.

Tecton ically. this project engages a mult itude of scales. Building

components such as windows and cladd ing are ar ranged as the

same unit. so that they may be infinit e ly ar ranged according to

light. ventilation . and other envelope requirements . The skin is

modular. but extremely flexible to the internal requirements

of it . The simplicity of removing the panels without damage

allows them to be changed out by the facto ry employee.

The panels are engaged externally by a series of anodized

aluminum clamps . and internally by a series of similar elements.

These cladding elements are attached to a larger frame of

vertical unistrut shelving units stiffened by steel plates. These

vertical member attach to a series of larger structural beams

that contain the structural loading. The entire skin system is

independent of the str tural loads .



The larger scale of the pod units and building modules

provide spatial and functional flexibility. If the building can

replicate and grow. and the pods provide the accessory uses

unique mob ility. then the building is theoretically infinitely

flexible .

The skylights are directed north for natural day lighting. and

are designed to allow smoke and heat to escape in the event

of a fire . Th is allows the building as a whole retain a single

fire rating . These building systems were custom made. with

a slight lip at the window surface to ensure that no direct

sunlight would enter the space.



In the context of th is thes is investigatio n. the IGUS factory prov ides valuable insight

to flexible architecture . First. it engages in t he practice of a modular system with

components that are easily changed and standardized with in the building. By allowing

the building skin a series of different configu rations. interio r qual it ies of space ar e

controllable to the needs of varying uses . Th is becomes important in t hat the quality

of space cannot become generic if the function al shifts are to be believable. The initial

work in this thesis also emphasized the need for the building envelope to open for

natural ventilation and sunlight. If the envelope can be controlled. then the light and

air qualities can be adjusted as required.

The demonstration of pods is also an important portion of th is tecton ic study.

These have engaged a slightly large r scale. but nonetheless illustrat e the use of the

flexible office pods in a manufacturing env ironment. both internally and externally.

Furthermore. the structural pylons align with the studies fo r a st ructu ral co re system

that would allow loads to be carried to the ground in a controlled fash ion, leaving

flexible spaces surrounding them. The use of vertical structur al co res fo r mechan ical

runs and also vertical circulation seems feasible in this scheme as well.

The project is said to be extendable, in that it may grow quite easily without affecting

the building whole. In the case of the site that this thesis engages , th is type of flexib ility

is less feasible . In an urban context, space is constrained by the size of the bloc k. and

so flexibility must creatively use the space available . It does necessitate an investigation

into the ground su rface as a work plane , in the instances when the building is to grow

outward. How might the ground be treated around the expected areas of expansion?

Aesthetically. the buildings tecton ic expression contains many associations wh ich

would easily define it as a industrial complex. It is important to emphasize th e

internal functions of the building in the external context. giving people the proper

understanding and experience of the site and the building.

The major weakness of this tectonic study is that it contains a strong relationship to

the ground plane and only addresses internal flexibil ity at this point. Th is thes is will

likely investigate further the relationship with the site and ground. as well as the way

in which the building may expand and shrink with the varying needs. In add ition .

the building is said to be capable of a functional t ransformation. yet the tectonic

expression is nearly too industrial. It may be considered a slightly cold env iron men t

for human inhabitation. This thesis will most likely investigate a functional sh ift from a

manufacturing use to a residential one.

Most importantly. this project emphasized lightweigh t, modular systems and vertical

structural elements that will surely be invest igated in th is thesis proposal. The use of

inte rnal pods instead of external also relates to initial ideas abo ut the th esis th at have

not been implemented. but could be investigated again fo r the manufactu ring ar eas.
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SKETCH PROBLEM



Ticket House

This initial study in adaptation attempts to

accommodate the diverse functions of a homeless

shelter and the famous Times Square ticket booth

commonly known as the TKTS pavilion. The

space is to provide for both of these functions in

alternating shifts of day and night conditions. A third

programmatic element was the inclusion of a rooftop

celebratory surface for events such as New Year's

Eve.

Times Square in New York City is most likely one

of the most visually demanding environments one

can experience. Signage and graphics compete for

attention . In response to this context, I chose to

minimize the expression in order to distinguish the

form through contrast. I also used a wood veneer at

the exterior in order to differentiate the form apart

from its urban context.

I also imagined that this structure is transient. so its

bottom edge is withheld from the ground surface in

order to imply this idea.

Transformation takes place through a series of

kinetic movements, creating perceived open and

closed conditions. This avoids confusion as to the

current program condition. By day, the sides open.

and workers take their place at the counter, selling

Broadway tickets at discounted rates. The signage

and information board hoists out of the structure.

By night, the shelter takes on its other function.

The signage wall retracts down, sealing the night

functions from the day. Three beds are pulled up out

of the floor. The guests can shower, rest, prepare

meals, and store their personal belongings in safety.
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In a se ries of mechanical transformations. the

program changes for the night. This begins to think

about the spaces outside of the intended space as

storage . including exterior areas. Ideas about folding

and sliding begin to define the adaptive process.

To be critical. the adaptation in this sketch

is extremely specific response to program. and

illustrates a problem. How does architecture become

anticipato ry? How would any unknown number of

functions use this space? Would these mechanics

create any desired function for the new inhabitants?

Also, these design solutions do not engage the wall

system . but rather the roof and floor conditions.

which are typically unavailable in a stacked program.
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PROGRAM ACTIONS, SPACE



PROGRAM STATEMENT

Project Identification

The program is loosely defined as a manu facturing facility. The functions of design. marketing.
co rpo rate office . manufacture . and re tail sales will be included . One possible product of manufacture
is the product io n of furniture . in wh ich a high quality. well-designed product is made available to
t he market . The spaces of making and designing are inherently connected. and sell ing and marketing
are equ ally related. Making should consider both the stylistic and materialistic permanence of the
objects th at are produced . The manufacturing function is considered to require the most flexibility
for growth and adaptat ion . The office program would involve a majority of the other functions . while
the retail show room wo uld be anothe r separate entity. The program creates an interdisciplinary
coll abo rat io n. wh ere th e complete environment is inclus ive and dependent upon the whole .

Articulat io n of Int e nt

Thi s project int en ds to pro vide a fac ility that can be easily adapted or transformed to meet
changing ne eds. Also. to illustrat e the objective of flex ibility of the program. the building may be
design ed in ant icipat io n of fut ure uses . The architecture should allow for adaptation without making
generic and unsuccessful spaces. Can arch itecture become self-programmable . or does it require
human interact io n? Is it possible that build ings could react to the env ironment or to user needs?
Addit ionally. portion s of t he program may be mobile or portable at times with the overall goal be ing
an archit ecture of flex ibility. It is also a goal to create a collaborative and innovative env ironment
for makin g and design ing that is integr at ed with the latest technology. Ideally the program will
su ppress hierarchy and depar tmental o r "class" divisions . Architecturally. the thought is to increase
th e actual building life by making portions impermanent. Conceptually. the facility will grow with
the neighborho od. and become a par t of a live/work district. Historically. strong communities
have survived as ho me s surro unding a place of wo rk. This facility would encourage it s employees
to inhabit th e immediate context. conserv ing energy in transportation. and strengthening the
community.

Enume rat io n of Acti o ns

mak ing - th e cre at ion of prototypes and one-off pieces. research of materials. experimentation.
int egrated t o des igning. flexible . most expandable. largest spaces. most daylight. intensive energy. and
complex functi o ns. Noisy and chaotic during operating hours. quiet at night. smells of materials.
Dirty at tim es. ma king can be digital ma king as well as through the use of computers. Involvement
of the hand. careful at te nt io n. supervision . craft. durabi lity and quality of product. Durable materials.
intricate tech nical/enviro nmental se rvices. Architectu ral expression is limited somewhat. Also a
space of increa sed physical labo r. ventilation and temperature become important in order to provide
a cool er. well- ventilated space. Shop like. somewhat intimate in volume. Connected to researching
and designi ng spaces directly. One of the most important verbs of the program. Durability of
materials and immed iate adjacencies to connected functions are the most important aspects of this
space. Making spaces must be connected to design and manufacturing spaces.

manufacturing - implies mass production for profit. or mass making . process driven. economy. design
of movement. Building skin generally has the most design opportunity. Large amounts of daylight.
noise control. Making an d manufact uring essent ially become the same part of the program. with the
exception that man ufacturi ng does not involve the hand or careful crafting. The program should
allow for mas sive move me nt of material going both in and out of the facility. Organization is typically
linear in arrangem e nt. strong relat io n to the inp ut and output of materials and their location . Spaces



are larger in volume, double to triple heights . Th is space is easily expanded, and is the most flex ible ,
for the reason that manufacturing technology changes frequently, as does production lines . The
most important aspect of this function is flexibility of space and du rability of materials. In the eve nt
that the program changes, this space is most easily converted into other spaces such as lofts o r
a gymnasium. This space has direct relationships to the design and making studio, as well as the

storage and transportation spaces. Daylight from above.

testing - loud, quality of product, also- inventive, to apply or test ideas analyzing and documenting
results from study. Shop-like. Well vented , may not require daylight. Connected to researching
space with similar if not same arch itectural requ irements. May involve repetit ive and lo ud actions , so
it should be sealed from other program elements acoustically and spatially. Flex ible space to allow
for a multitude of testing cond itions, accessible space with large doors or moving wa lls.

shipping! packaging - environmentally fr iendly, the products safety in trans it, also the experience of
opening, the surface first encountered by the buyer. Many people see the package as its bo x rathe r
than its content. Larger area for staging and storing, large access to exterior - t ruck bays fo r load ing
and shipping. May contain some small offices for logistics. High energy demand to maintain comfor t
due to it being open to elements on occasion. Ceiling heights comparable to manufacturing - 3D'

plus. Daylight from above .

storing - The storage of both raw materials and finished products . Space connected t o exter ior
spaces of delivery and transportation . Adjacent to packaging, sh ipp ing, and manufactu r ing spaces.
This space is non-descript, with few needs other than a durable floo r su rface , and ab ility t o move
large quantities of material. Volume requi rements of at least 30' in cei ling he ight . Daylight from

above.

des igning! creating - collaborative, innovative, connected to making in order t o test ideas, th ou ghtful ,
occas ionally int roverted and individualized. Place of dialogue, research , int uitive dec isions to gu ide
making , seated task, usually furn iture based, vibrant and we ll lit spaces, co llaborative in o rganizat io n
-the design 'studio' . Computer invo lvement . No hiera rchy of spaces. Seated at a desk typically.
Arch itecturally less constrained both formally and in mate ria l exp ress ion. Spaces sho uld have
expans ive views to exterior space . Th is space may also be viewed by the publ ic, o r t hose purchasing
furniture . One of the most important spaces of the program. Th is acti o n is in direct relationsh ip to
making, where design ideas are tested . This space becomes the hub for the program , an anchor space
wh ich is tied to all other aspects of program. It should be an express ive space , or one that can be
modified by its designers. It is tied to the space of making, where ideas are tested and prod uced o ut
of materials. Volume requirements of 14 to 16 feet tall studio space . Furn iture should be adaptab le
to different desk functions , and space should be immediately adaptable to fac ilitate collaboration o r
meetings. In the future, this space may be required to convert to anothe r office funct ion.

selling! buying - the act of consuming and producing, mass custom izat ion ? - and connect ion
to making , that buying can become a participatory act. observation, expectation , evaluatio n,
contemplating, presentation of goods for their sale . Space is closest in proximity to the street, eas ily
accessible , well-lit and designed , ·music floats, lower and int imat e space - well dressed. W indows
to face street with displays - view into the space from outside . Also , th is space has the shortest
life, where the skin must adapt quickly to either changing trends or design - spatial conditions do
not need to change. Selling is reactive instead of proactive (needful consumption instead of mass
consumption). Highly articulated space with excellent material use . Buying may also be connected
to making . In the event that mass customization of products is used , one could tailor furn itu re t o
their own tastes or needs , and then actually watch the piece being made .Alternatively, the space may
be required to become another retail tenant in the future.



working - a generic term applied to all jobs. implies a portion of life, connected to community - lives.
space is personalized , private at times, includes eating lunch , general action , tasks create specificity
of space. Spaces requiring physical labor should adjust in environmental comfort accordingly. The
idea th at t his is a bette r wo rk environment model is most important to this action.

coll abo rat ing - interco nnect ed ness of actions , using specific talents and knowledge toward a
co mmon goal , la rge r space, discussion . large conference spaces for meetings both large and small,
spatial co nnecti o ns to all portions of the program. Could also be digital connectivity. Large and
flexi ble roo m that could possibly engage more than one function. No need for exterior views,
volume req uire me nt s of 12' to 14' ceiling heights . Another way to think about it is a non-specific
space of circulatio n among the separate program requirements that becomes a buffer condition.
Spatially dynamic o r interesti ng to draw people away from their divided spaces on occasion.
Spontaneity space. He althy space.

marketing - graphic . digital env ironment, analyzing market desires or trends. and using them for
sales . An office task requiring research. Informs the direction of the business. This space is typically
office o r ie nted . Market ing might visually observe people shopping the retail front. Office function
that shoul d have exte rior views and a good prox imity to the other associated office spaces. Could
involve publi c int eracti o n - access ibility to public , on first floor, adjacent to retail showroom. Volume
requirements of 8 to 10' .

planning - business planning, forward thinking, office task, perhaps done by a senior member of the
staff, bro ad reac hing conclus ions . Probably the most se nior pos ition. All spaces should be open
an d non-hierarchal ho wever. This space requires at least 10' ceiling heights, views to the outside.
Might need adjace nt space for private conversation, o r the ab ility to seal th is space off from others
for confidentiality o r privacy. Space should be private at times. and at others open to the office .
Planning can also be done at any level, each person can make a decision that effects the future. In
some terms, ge ne ral activi ty t hat take s place anywhere .

researching - sc ien t ific, t echno logical, int erdisciplinary, associated with making and designing,
mu ltifunctional space with tests , failed experiments . The space is like a shop of making , but smaller in
scale. Researchi ng is conn ec ted t o the making and des igning programs. It may include an ergonomics
lab, and some ty pe of digital computer lab, but perhaps would share the mak ing space, or have direct
adjacency. Th e ob ject ive being a maximum disclosure and collaboration on information and events.
The large lab shou ld be 14' to 16' ceil ing height, view to exterior is not necessary. Computer labs
would be even smalle r. May also be connected to the public front so that products may be tested
in a lab enviro nme nt by a sam ple user. Dynamic and changing space, accessibility in and out of space
with large items woul d be necessary.

managing - overseeing th e operations of the buildings by direct observation , meetings. analyzing
vario us repo r t s. bu dgeti ng, etc . direct involvement with aspects of business . Can be a private space
at t imes , should adapt t o the pr ivacy requireme nts of the user. Managing and interacting can extend
to all par ts of the pr ogram . Mo st like ly the same space as planning. Off ice env ironment, non
hierarchal, open system. Pro x imity t o othe r office functions with exception of production managers
wh ich are on the manufacturing floo r.

adapting! growing - ada ptabl e , flexi ble space for future needs , employing additional staff, creating
more products, maturing in knowledge and design, chang ing the use of spaces to address specific
ne eds. Moving out facilities to allow othe rs to grow. Every business venture must have the ability
for these innovatio ns in o rd e r t o remain co mpetitive or organized properly.
emp loying - creat ing jo bs for pe o ple . t he op po rtun ity to train and earn a living. Hiring process of



interviews, waiting rooms. Documenting time. paying etc . somewhat non -spat ial.
co nnecting!engaging - ties to community. training, employing, growing with commun ity, dialogue!
conversation. physical presence in a commun ity as part of the built envi ronment. Tre at me nt of
co ntext. analysis of community. projections for community growth. anticipati ng adaptation within the

building and the context.

recy cling - might be a community recycl ing center, minimize waste of prod uction of t he manufacturing
process . reus ing said waste . Conside rat ion fo r our enviro nment, thoughtfu l des ign t o minimize
waste and energy. Proximity to t ransportation , that the mat eria ls can be transported to the their
next use . Connects to the greater commun ity and globe as a wh ole by co mmitting to saving o ur
environment. Is deeply roo ted in manufacturing process. Can have a drop off location for the
community to recycle goods nea r road t raffic.

walking - the passerby shops a window; the jogger finds r hyt hm in t he fac;:ade . Inside an employee
moves from one function to another, or within a function . C irculation is celebrated in space , instead
of being relegated to the least desirable spaces. In addition. circul ation is the connect ivity of space.
and these spaces are about max imum accessibility between parts . Can the fac;:ade re spo nd to t he
passerby and create an interaction there . Does the fac;:ade respond to envi ronmen tal opportunitie s?
People will also use the internal green spaces for exercise.

exerc ising - health of employees. Space fo r phys ical engagement such as card io o r weight lifting.
Related locker facilities - shower, dress ing. Single he ight vo lume, view to th e o ut side , good
ventilat ion . 10' max ceiling he ight . pr ivate function .

shopping - acti o n of looking at or pu rch as ing goods. Shopp ing space and se lling space are nearly
identical. Shopping space extends into t he street , o r possibly into th e greate r global community
t hro ugh th e internet. in add ition to eve ry representatio n of th e pr o duct worldwide. Shopping has
become a pass ive. sub-conscious action . Evaluatio n of prod uct in space. Sho pping space should be
mos t visible po r t ion of the arch itecture at street leve l. Large wind ows for dis plays. Transparency of
th e building enve lope.

supporting - day care. exercise , closets, clean ing, bre ak room, lunchroom, kit chen , re st rooms, and
relat ed spaces for t he carry ing out of eve ryday tasks and amenities of th e program. Some of t hese
functions may be engaged by the public . especially the lunch room! cafe. Lunchro om and kitchen
functions should be accessible from outside. Clean spaces, single volume, st ill co nnect ed to other
functions. Day care function should be near the entrance or anot her entrance fo r ut ility. Day care is
fun. full of expression and color, with exterior play space. Break roo m, kit chen and dini ng functions
should be easi ly accessible by all employees.

relaxing - This action takes place outside of the building in t he gree n spaces. w here workers may get
some air and res t from their tasks. This is a yea r round act ivity, as the green space will funct ion in
all seasons.

Site Crite ria

Th is prog ram would benefit from a strong and access ible re tai l front. The re tail sho uld be accessible
for t he simple reaso n that the goods prod uced here are for bo th local an d nat io nal consumpt io n.
Most furn itu re producers have showrooms to display their prod ucts, wh ich can be visited by people
trave ling great distances . The showroom must occupy some accessible space , bo t h visually, and
geograph ically.

The site shou ld not be constrained if the structure is to ada pt, and using so me po r t io ns of an
ex ist ing build ing could be an option . Spatially, thi s facility wo uld likely beg in quite small, but grow



quickly as the market expands. The program and site must both be accommodating to transition and
adaptation . In addition , the site could benefit from adjacency to railroads or highway transportation
for the ease of movement of materials and products. The site might also have some adaptation of
place and context, in order to ground this theoretical work.
Metro Detro it is an excellent opportunity for this program. Detroit was the center for innovation
in manufacturing processes and the development of technology, such as the assembly line, in the past
and th is would br ing a new investment in technology and renewed excitement for manufacturing
in Detroit. Detroit also is a city of change. It is a city of shrinking population and density, with
an unce rtain future . Detroit could bounce back economically or deteriorate even more. For this
reason , it has gre at possibility for adaptation. No one can predict the state of this community in
20 years , o r t he state of the economy. Adaptation is certain in the Detroit landscape . Architecture
should respond to th is circumstance not by creating a temporary built environment, but one that
could provide mo re confidence and connection to context - an adaptable architecture.

Adaptation Conditions
Immediate - user driven for flexibility of space with the original intent of design.
User's future - accommodating the needs of the user in the future , changing programmatic
requireme nts. Ex. - design facilities are moved as corporate structure grows. Manufacturing is
moved entirely off site, and the corporate entity grows. Company shrinks, leases out retail and
portions of manufacturing. Company grows on site, building density and manufacturing space.
Alternate User - original user is gone and the architecture is to conform to another user's specific
needs . Ex- manufactu r ing turns into lofts, and the offices are used by another tenant, the retail
becomes a yoga studio. A school purchases the building, converting manufacturing spaces into
classrooms and activity spaces, offices into administration.
Mix - some alternative in between the future condition and the alternate user. Programmatic mix
where portions remain , but others are adapted to a new use .



PROGRAM QUANTITATIVE SUMMARY
Program Space Qty. Square Footage Subtotals Tota l

A Manufacturing
AI Raw Material Storage 10.000

AI .2 Finished Product Storage 10.000

A.2 Loading Dock 4.500

AJ Manufacturing 2 - 38.500 75.000

A4 Packaging 6.000

AS Transportation- Ext. space. railyard 12.000

A6 Restrooms 2 - 800 1.600

A7 Mechanical l Control Room 800

A.8 Circulation Inclusive Subtotals
107.900

Manufacturing Parking Required 111000 108 spaces

B Accesory Functions
B.I Kitchen 1.000

B.3 Breakrooml Cafeteria 2.000

B.4 Exercise 1.000
B.5 Central Mechanical 5.200
B.6 Circulation 1.2 2.080 Subtotals

11280
Accessory Parking Required 311000 sf 34 spaces

C Officel Making
e.1 Office Space SO persons 5.000
e.2 Management Suite 3 persons 1.000
e.3 Design Labl making space I studio 3.000
e.4 Design Office 40 persons 4.000
e.5 Research Lab 4.000
e.6 Conference Large 800
e.7 Conference Small 2 - 200 400
e.8 Restrooms 2 - 600 1.200
e.9 Reception 400
e.10 Office Storage/Technology 2000
e.1I Mechanical 200
e.13 Circulation 1.2 4400 Subtotals

26400
Office Parking Required 3/1000 sf 80 spaces

0 Retail
D.I Retail Showroom 8.000
D.2 Storagel Receiving 1.800
D.3 Utility Room 400
D.4 Restrooms 2 - 300 600
D.5 Mechanical 150
D.6 Circulation 1.2 2190 Subtotals

13140
Retail Parking Required 511 000 sf 66 spaces
Parking
38.200 sq. ft. green space
Parking total - 288 spaces
288 spaces x 250 square feet per space =72.000 square feet for par king needs.

E
E.I Exterior green space 20% of site

Site Areas - in sq. ft. Green Space
Site A 57000 x 1.2 11400
Site B IHOOO x 1.2 26800
SiteA+B 191000 xl.2 38200Total area of des ired green space

Total Square Footage for Building
158.720



Program Massing Sketch

• retail

• offices

manufacturing

• accessory

• shipping! storage



A.I Raw Material Storage

A. Quantities

33 person maximum occupancy.
I unit
10,000 square feet
I * 10,000 sq. ft. = 10,000 square feet.

B. Purposesl Functions
The purpose of the storage room is to contain the variety of finished products. raw materials, and

other miscellaneous contents. It is to serve the production and manufacturing functions with the necessary
raw materials. and collect or recover the wastes of production processes. This space could also reconstitute
these wastes for use in the manufacturing. In addition, this space could be used to transform waste from
society into materials for furniture production. This is a private servant space that serves as the collection
and distribution space for materials. It is integral to the idea of waste in the manufacturing process. In addi
tion. certain materials must have very specific temperature and humidity requirements. which will include a
separate climate controlled space.

C.Activities
The activities of this space are relatively simple. Unloading of raw material from a variety of trans

portation types. including train and truck. Organizing and storing these materials. as well as several pro
cesses for reconstituting materials. for new use.

D. Spatial Relationships
This space has a minimum thirty-foot ceiling height. with stackable storage units . The larger open space
is located near the material entrance, and several access points allow materials to travel from this space
easily.

E. Special Considerations
Physical access to both the exterior transportation spaces. the railway. and the manufacturing spaces are
critical.

F. Equipment! Furnishings
This space would include several large overhead garage doors with access to the exterior transportation
spaces. Day lighting from above would also be a consideration. The internal space can be unfinished. and the
floor should be ground level. Forklifts and other machinery for lifting will occupy this space as well.

G. Behavioral Considerations
H. Structural Systems

The preferable structural system would allow for large clear spans and extremely flexible internal spaces.
Mechanical systems would most likely be located on the roof. and there are no specific electrical require
ments. Temperature control should be maintained at the same level as the manufacturing spaces. to ensure
that the material remains physically stable throughout the process.

I. Electrical Systems
Lightingshould be general. energy efficient. supplemented by skylights if possible.

J. Sitel Exterior Environment Considerations
This space should be located near the rear of the site. at grade.



A.1.2 Finished Product Storage

A. Qu antities

33 person maximum occupancy.
I unit
10.000 squa re feet
I * 10.000 sq. ft. = 10.000 square feet.

B.Purposes/ Functions
The purpose of the storage room is to contain the variety of finished products. unfinished. and other miscel
laneous contents. Th is room ideally would store the product after the manufacturing process as small inven
to ry room. This invento ry would then be sent as needed to the packaging phase . This room would also
se rve as a general storage space that would be accessible by the manufacturing and design spaces. This space
is private . se rvant. based on se rving a collective of users.

C.Ac t ivities
The activity in this space is limited to organizing and storing miscellaneous items and finished products when
they are completed.

D. Spat ial Relationships
This space has a minimum thirty-foot ceiling height. with stackable storage units . The larger open space is
located nea r the receiving of finished products. and several other small access po ints for general use.

E.Spec ial Considerations
This space would have immediate adjacencies to the packaging spaces. as well as the terminating point of
the finished products . The secondary adjacencies would include the manufacturing and design spaces. Tem
pe rature extremes are slightly more allowable . but could result in damaging the product.

F. Equipment! Furnishings
Th is space would most likely have at least one access point for delivery from exterior space. Day lighting
from above would also be a cons ideration. The internal space can be unfinished. and the floor should be
ground level. Views should be as unobstructed as possible internally to avoid accidents involving persons.

G. Behavioral Considerat ions
H. Structural Systems

The pre ferable structural system would allow for large clear spans and extremely flexible internal spaces.
Mechanical systems wo uld most likely be located on the roof. and there are no specific electrical require
ments.

I. Electrical Systems
Lighting should be general. energy efficient. supplemented by skylights if possible.

J. Site / Exterior Environment Considerations
Th is space most likely has little or no views to the exterior environment. but does have the ability to serve
as a passive energy space. This space should be located at the rear of the site .



A.2 Loading Dock

A. Quantities

9 person maximum capacity.
I unit
4.500 square feet
I * 4.500 sq. ft. = 4.500 square feet .

B. Purposes! Functions
This space serves to distribute and receive goods and materials. This space is responsible for managing
reception of all materials and supp lies. and coordinating the inventory. The space is a servant space because
it acts as an important part of the main manufacturing space. It can be considered collective. and would be
considered private with the exception of the transportation drivers.

C.Activities
The activities in the space involve the process of receiving goods from transportation. and documenting.
moving. and storing these items. This space also must serve as the shipping and distribution of the finished
product for the entire facility. Packaged product would be shipped via truck. The workers would operate
forklifts and other lifting devices.

D. Spatial Relationships
This space has a minimum thirty-foot ceiling height. with stackable storage units. The larger open space is
located at the actual docks. the door wall. A number of overhead doors would open to the exterior truck
docking stations.

E. Special Considerations
This space would have immediate adjacencies to the packaging spaces. as well as the exterior transportation
space. It will also have a strong relationship to both of the main storage spaces. This space may also require
a minimal ability to store incoming and outgoing shipments for short time periods. The dock should also
have secondary relationships with the kitchen and the design lab.

F. Equipment! Furnishings
Day lighting from above would also be a consideration. The internal space can be unfinished . and the floor
shall be at ground level. Views should be as unobstructed as possible internally to avoid accidents involving
persons. Temperature levels can swing rapidly internally because of the permeability of the door wall. There
are also a few offices for the dock managers. each with a desk and storage.

G. Behavioral Considerations
H. Structural Systems

The preferable structural system would allow for large clear spans and extremely flexible internal spaces.
Mechanical systems wou ld most likely be located on the roof. and there are no specific electrical require
ments. Lighting should be hung at ceiling level.

I. Electrical Systems
Lighting should be general. energy efficient, supplemented by skylights if possible.

J.Site! Exterior Environment Considerations
This space most likely has little or no views to the exterior environment. but does have the ability to serve
as a passive energy space. It should be located at the rear of the site if possible. and at grade.



A,3 Manufacturing

A, Quantities

75 person maximum capacity.
2 workshops
38,500 square feet
2 * 38,500 sq. ft. = 75,000 square feet .

B.Purposes! Functions
This space is the main manufacturing space and will encompass the various processes necessary in creating
the product. Material forming, fabricating, assembly, and finishing will all take place in this space. The empha
sis is internal flexibility, coordination of process with supply, and ability to accommodate both growth and
loss of production quantities. This space is served by a variety of other functions such as storage spaces . It
is collectively inhabited , and slightly public at times , especially when being viewed by the retail space. If this
space is to be stacked, there are Significant issues in process engineering, and services. It is also the area
where wastes can be collected and recycled and used for new materials. It is also the place where materials
are consumed at a mass quantity to make furniture.

C.Activities
There are a multitude of actions in th is space . Observation from the line managers will take place. as well
as a variety of labor by the factory workers. Also, this space will need to be cleaned often. There is also the
recovery of wastes from the process which will be used again in the future.

D. Spatial Relationships
The roo ms plan proportion should be linear in emphasis to accommodate manufacturing process.

E. Special Considerations
This space has immediate adjacencies to the employee service spaces such as the cafeteria and restrooms.
It is also imperative that it be adjacent to the storage and supply rooms, the design labs and offices, as well
as the packaging and loading dock areas. Extensive day lighting would be preferable.

F. Equipment! Furnishings
A vast amount of equipment that is necessary for furniture production will be present on the floor. This
will have varying needs, but generally, it assumes a stretched, linear progression. Material supply,and waste
collection are also layout issues.

G. Behavioral Considerations
H. Structural Systems

The preferable structural system would allow for large clear spans and extremely flexible internal spaces .
Mechanical systems will be extensive in certain areas for proper ventilation. Some of this will have to be
cleaned or filtered before released in to the air. The structural system should be adaptable and flexible if
possible .

I. Electrical Systems
Electrical systems will be designed extensively to meet the needs of the line. There may be some limited
plumbing. Air handling and ventilation need to be able to grow and accommodate higher loads.

J. Site! Exterior Environment Considerations
This space should have immediate views and accessibility to exterior green space. It will likelytake up most
of the site.



A,4 Packaging

A, Quantities

60 pe rson maximum capacity.
I unit
6,000 square feet
I * 6,000 sq. ft. = 6,000 square feet.

B. Purposes/ Functions
This space is respo nsible for the packaging of any produced objects fro m the manufact uring proc ess. From
th is space, the packaged product is ready for shipment. Packaging materials could be inclusive of the prod
uct , or used for another designated purpose. Packaging is insta nta neo us waste. Perh aps thi s coul d be
thought of in a different way. If any time mobile lifting mach ines work in the space , wo rker safety is a prio r
ity. The space is served by the material storage, but also serves as the finishing aspect of the manufacturi ng
process. It would be wo rked by a collective. It is also mos t likely a pr ivate space for the employees .

C.Activities
This activity would include applying packing material, any w rapp ing and boxing of t he item s require d. Fork
lifts and other lifting devices would be necessary.

D. Spat ial Relationships
This space may also have a linear arrangement, as packaging is also a process. Again, this spa ce should have
a relatively open plan wit h plenty of light .

E. Special Considerat ions
This space has immediate ad jacencies to the manufact uring line, t he material storage, t he finished product
storage and the shipping dock. It is the integral co nnector for all of th ese space s.

F. Equipment! Furn ishings
A limited amo unt of equipment occupies this space. The packaging line will be fed with packaging materia ls
as the product enters from t he finishing portion of the assembly line . Packaged product will then be taken
from th is space to either storage or immediat ely to t he shipp ing doc ks. Interi or finishes are minimal, with
extremely durable flooring a necessity.

G. Behavioral Considerations
H. Structural Systems

The preferable structu ral system would allow for large clea r spans and extreme ly flexible internal spaces.
Mechan ical systems will be extensive in certain ar eas for prope r venti latio n. T he structural system should
be adaptable and flexible if poss ible. No plumbing is required in this space. Air handling must be able to
accommodate growth.

I. Electrical Systems
This space has standard lighting requirements.

J. Site/ Exterior Environment Considerations
This space should have some views and accessibil ity to exterior green space. This space should be located
on the site and the rear portion. Natural lighting would be beneficial.



A.STransportation

A. Qu antities

Exterior space, no occupancy loads.
I
6.000 square feet
I * 12,000 sq. ft. = 12.000 square feet.

B. Purposes! Functions
This is an exterior space devoted to exterior storage. and transportation of both truck and trains. This
space would ideally have immediate access to both the road and the railway.

C. Act ivities
Truck dr iving. exterio r loading. boxcar loading and unloading would be the primary activities.

D. Spatial Relationships
This space will be located on the opposite of the street, as close to the loading dock and railway was pos
sible.

E. Special Considerations
This exte rior space must have immediate adjacency to the shipping dock . Railways are more efficient way
to move goods. and therefore are less harmful to the environment. They are the more desirable way to
transpo rt these goods. however, they have to move in mass quantities.

F. Equipment! Furnishings
Major equ ipment would include trucks and trailers. exterior storage containers if necessary, and stockcars.
There may nee d to be some railway provided . as well as a lift to hoist boxcars to the elevated railway
plane.

G. Behavioral Considerat ion
H. St ructu ral Systems
I. Elect rical System

Exterior Site Lighting is all that would be requ ired .
J. Site Co nsiderations

This space would most likely have a rather large paved surface which will have significant runoff. Recycle
sto rm water ons ite , and invest igate alte rnate paving methods to reduce the heat island effect. This should
be located at the rear of the site next to the railroad and the road .



A.6 Restrooms

A. Quantities

20 person maximum capacity.
2 units
800 square feet
2 * 800 sq. ft. = 1,600 square feet.

B. Purposes! Functions
These restrooms will primarily serve the workers of the manufacturing areas. The two restrooms will serve
as a men 's and a women's. This restroom, because it will be located near the accessory functions, will prov ide
the changing and shower facilities for the exercise space. This space is a se rvant space, used by a collective,
and is private.

C.Activities
Cleaning this space, and the other expected activities of a restroom. Occupants will also use the space to
change into exercise clothing and shower. The restrooms will also include a shared custodial closet.

D. Spatial Relationships
This space is typically comprised of the requirements of handicapped stalls, and the associated 5' circle
required by the ADA.

E.Special Considerations
This space should have adjacencies to the other accessory functions if possible, and have good proximity to
those functions expected to use this facility. It must have immediate access to the exercise roo m. Inte riors
should be durable and cleanable surfaces such as tile flooring .

F. Equipment! Furnishings
Furnishings include the necessary number of toilets, sinks, and stalls per occupants . Th is space shou ld also
have about 10 lockers in each room, along with th ree shower stalls. The closet will have a mo p sink and
faucet. Outside th is space should include a dr inking founta in. These spaces may be considered as a modular
system . This space has significant plumbing requ irements.

G. Behavioral Consideration
H. Structural Systems

There are no specific st ructural systems.
I. Electr ical System

Proper ventilat ion and lighting would be required.
J.Site Considerations

This space has no requirement to have exterior views. Any windows will have etched o r frosted glass.



A.7 Mechanical/ Control

A. Quant ities

8 person maximum occupancy.
I unit
800 square feet
I * 800 sq. ft. = 800 squa re feet.

B. Purposes/ Funct ions
Th is room willse rve as a central position for controlling the complex mechanical, electrical, signal, and other
associated manufacturing systems. General air handling and treatment is done at a variety of locations
instead of this centralized position. This space is served, because it is essentially and control room for the
ent ire complex. It is occupied by an individual or small group, and is extremely private .

C. Act ivit ies
In this space, wo rkers will monitor the entire process by computer, and essentially control the entire floor.

D. Spat ial Relat ionsh ips
Smaller space wit h a preferred centralized location with regard to the manufacturing spaces . Ce iling height
sho uld not be anymo re that ten feet. Lower light ing levels to reduce screen glare .

E.Special Considerations

F. Equipment! Furnishings
Furnishings would include several desks with large displays of a variety of equ ipment, and task chairs for each
pos ition. Interi o r finishes will be at a normal level.

G. Behavioral Conside ration
H. St ructu ral Systems

The re are no specific structural systems.
I. Elect rical System

Lighting levels would be low, but the technology infrast ructure requirements would be extensive.
J.Site Considerations

This space has no requirement to have exterior views. It might be more practical if it did not, but did have
access to another space with environmental connection.



B.I Kitche n

A. Quant ities

5 person maximum occupancy.
I
1000 square feet
I * 1,000 sq. ft. = 1,000 square feet .

B. Purposes/ Functions
This space will serve as a commercial kitchen for the entire complex. This space will provide food for the
cafeteria, as we ll as receive other food from distributors. This space is a servant space. designed to provide
food for the whole building. It is a private space, with only a few workers occupying this space. This space
occupies a larger accessory function area devoted to making this place a better place to be.

C.Activities
Workers in this space will prepare food for the cafeteria. and serve lunch to employees. They will clean and
cook. They will also receive food and ingredients for preparation.

D.Spatial Relationships
The kitchen should maintain a rectangular shape for appliance to wall efficiency. The ceiling should not
exceed fourteen feet. Generally, all appliances will be placed against the wall, while larger work surfaces
would be placed in the center of the room. It should also have direct access to deliveries. The space could
have access to the shipping dock, so that it may not need its own. It will also obviously have direct adjacency
to the cafeteria.

E.Special Considerations
F. Equipment! Furnishings

Appliances and tables will fill this space. In addition, a walk-in freezer and a cooler should be located in this
space. Mechanical equipment should accommodate the higher temperatures associated with cooking.

G. Behavioral Consideration
H. Structural Systems

There are no specific structural systems.
I. Electrical System

This space has larger mechanical and electrical requirements because of the necessary units contained in
this space. Higher lighting levels are necessary. Ventilation of the cooking areas will need to be vented to
the roof.

J.Site Considerations
This space should have at the least some connection to the exterior environment.



B.3 Breakroom and Cafeteria

A. Quantit ies

I unit
2000 squa re feet
I * 2,000 sq. ft. = 2,000 square feet.

B. Purposes! Functions
Th is space will serve as the gathering place for workers when not engaged by work. It will also be the place
where workers eat lunch or grab a snack. Generally it will act as a multipurpose space that will accom
modate tables and chairs used by the employees on break. There may also be an exterior space for similar
act ivities. This space will be used by the collective, and is served by a variety of spaces. It is also semi
public.

C.Act ivities
People in this space will buy food, talk with co-workers, discuss work. and serve food . This space will be one
of the pr imary areas where employees at all levels will have chance meetings. This space fosters collabora
tive discussion and acts as an open forum for the entire staff.

D. Spatial Relationsh ips
A square like space, with a larger ceiling height, pe rhaps 20 to 25'.

E. Special Considerat ions
This space sho uld have immediate adjacencies with the kitchen , restrooms, and accessory mechanical space,
as well as the accessory circulation space. The storage space should also be located next to this space . so
that tables and chairs may be stored here.

F. Equipment! Furnishings
Furnishings in this space would include the food serving equipment, registers, tables and chairs for eating.
and additio nal armchairs and coffee tables for relaxation. Every person on a given shift should be able to
all eat at the cafeteria at once. Tables should be round. and seat about 6 people. Interior finishes should
be normal.

G. Behavioral Co nsiderat ion
H. Structural Systems

Longer spanning st ructural memb ers would be mo re des irable , and give th is space more flexibility.
I. Electrical Syste m

This space has larger mechanical and electrical requi rements because of the necessary units contained in
this space. Higher lighting levels are necessary. Ventilation of the cooking areas will need to be vented to
the roof.

J. Site Considerat ions
This space should have extremely strong connection to the environment, including the ability to go outside
quickly. If possible , this space should also have skylights to provide the maximum amount of natural light.
It wo uld also include several natural plants to add to the space . This space might be more beneficial at the
ground level.



B.4 Exercise

A. Quantities

20 pe rson max imum capacity.
I unit
1000 squ are feet
I * 1.000 sq . ft. = 1.000 square feet.

B. Purposes! Functions
This space is to be used by the employees to promote a hea lthy staff. T his space will have a var iety of
exercise equipment, and a smaller space for group activ ities such as pilates o r yoga . It is bas ed upon the
fact that healthier employees will be far more productive. Th is space will also encou rage interaction among
employees. This space is a collective space. intended for both groups and single persons to have free access
to exercise. This private space would have more se rvant characteristics th an others.

C.Activities
Activities would include cardiovascular exercise such as the treadmi ll.stationary bike . It w ill also have a small
amount of weights for weightlifting. The th ird group of activities. including yoga. pilates,

D. Spatial Relationships
This smaller space would work better as rectangular in plan. providing slightly more intimacy. Likewise, the
ceiling should not be designed above about ten feet.

E. Special Considerations
This space will be grouped along with the other accessory functions, but should share an immediate adja
cency to the restrooms where employees could shower and change.

F. Equipment! Furnishings
Equipment would include several treadmills (4), stair climbers (2) and sta t ion ary bikes (2). The re would also
be several racks of free we ights. This would also include a few televisions for jogge rs to watc h. Mirrors on
the walls would also be used. Interior finishes can be more exposed in quality.

G. Behavioral Consideration
H. Structural Systems

Because of the small size of this space. structural members should eas ily clear span. Mechanical require
ments will be met by the accessory mechanical space.

I. Electrical System

Vent ilation may be considered a highe r level and light ing would be typ ical.
J.Site Considerations

This space has no immediate views to the exterior.



B.S Mechanical

A. Quantities

6 person maximum capacity.
3 spaces
2000 square feet
I * 2000 sq. ft. = 2000 square feet .

B. Purposes! Functions
This space will serve as the electrical and mechanical space for the entire complex. It is a private, servant
space .

C.Activities
Activities in this space are limited to installation . repair. and maintenance. It is not an inhabitable space.

D. Spatial Relationships
This space should have a somewhat larger volume to accommodate the many different systems located in
th is room that will be competing for overhead space.

E. Special Considerations
This space should occupy a centralized position among the assorted functions. but located near the acces
sory and office functions. There does, however, need to be large access doors for the purpose of changing
o r moving extremely large pieces of equipment. There may also be a need for secondary and tertiary rooms
to handle the different mechanical zones.

F. Equipment! Furnishings
Equipment in the electrical area would include massive switchgear and switch board due to the demands of
the facility. Other mechanic al equipment is dependent upon the system selected, but would likely include
any number of heat exchangers. condensers, cooling towers, central boiler, geothermal, and any other associ
ated equipment. Water pumps and fire suppression systems would also be located here. Rooftop mechani
cal systems will supplement this system.

G. Behavioral Consideration
H. Structural Systems

Because of the small size of this space, structural members should easily clear span. Structure has to accom
modating to the many demands of the infrastructure in this space.

I. Electrical System
The electrical system would have a transformer pad on the exterior, and large switchgear. The infrastructure
of this space would be significant.

J.Site Considerations
This space does not require views to the exterior. I will most likely be located at or below grade.



C. I Office Space

A. Quantities

50 person maximum capacity.
40 office units
I25 square feet
40 * 125 sq. ft. =5,000 square feet .

B. Purposes/ Functions
These office spaces will serve a variety of office departments. All corporate office functions will take place
here with the exception of the design staff, which will be nearby but working more closely with the manu 
facturing functions . This space is collective. semi-public. and served by several other functions. This space,
because of the sheer numbers of working employees. will be the busiest space. the hub of activity. This space
is collective, and semi-public.

C.Activities
Individual tasks in this space include using the telephone and working on the computer. Employees will hold
meetings and discuss work and other topics. Other, larger collaborative meetings could take place in this
space as well.

D. Spatial Relationships
The office should have a collaborative identity, although personal space and privacy should also be created.
Those spaces creating more noise should be grouped together or secluded from others to ensure a toler
able environment for all. Space is democratic. In plan. there are no real requi rements. but the ceiling height
should not exceed 30' to maintain some sense of scale . These spaces could be split into multiple studios
or one larger studio.

E. Special Considerations
This space should have strong adjacencies to the spaces serving it, such as the office storage and reception,
and also good connection to the various conference spaces and management offices.

F. Equipment! Furnishings
The furnishing of this space should include a desk for each occupant, with a flexible, semiprivate wo rksp ace
(cubicle). Each of these spaces should allow for smaller group collaboration at the desk of two or three
people. I would also like some larger tables in a central location to allow for large r group collaboration.

G. Behavioral Consideration
H. Structural Systems

Ifthe space were to be contained within one large space. long spanning structural systems wo uld be prefe r
able. This space also desires to be extremely flexible and allow for a variety of configurations . Structu ral
and mechanical system should accommodate as much as possible.

I. Electrical System

Lighting levels should be high. to be supplemented by individual task lighting at each workstation. Individual
temperature controls at each workstation also go along way to worker productivity and satisfact ion.

J.Site Considerations

This space should have extensive views to the exterior. including large amo unts of day lighting. Th ese spaces
also should have a direct access to the outside.



C.2 Management O ffice Space

A. Quantities

3 person maximum occupancy.
3 offices
333 square feet
3 * 333 sq. ft. = 1.000 square fe et.

B. Purposesl Functions

These office spaces will serve as th e more secluded management posit ions . These positions are dependent
upon more privacy that t he other office tas ks. Howeve r. they should also be accessible by other employees.
This space is served. individual, and private .

C.Activities
Managerial decisions take place in these spaces. The necess ity of the privacy in management POSitions
affords them larger office s so that they may do t heir work. but also hold smaller. casu al bus iness meetings
as required.

D. Spatial Relati onships
These offices sh ould have imm ediate ad jacency to th e other larger office areas. They will function more
efficiently in a rectangular space. and the ce iling height should be brought down to a level of about ten feet.

E. Special Considerations
Th is space should have st ro ng adjace ncies to the spaces se rving it, and also good connection to the vario us
conference spaces. Lighting levels should be high. to be supplemented by individual tas k lighting at each
workstation. Individual tem pe rature contro ls at eac h workstation also go along way t o wo rker productivity
and satisfaction. Th is spac e should be able to be fully en closed. ho we ver. it shou ld remain open to t he main
workspaces to serve as a dem o cratic workspace .

F. Equipment! Furnishings
The furnishings in these spa ces sho uld inclu de an d desk with ta sk chair and storage. Two other armchairs
should face the desk. The ro oms sho uld also include a smalle r confere nce table w ith chairs for sm aller
meetings. Maintain a three- foot clearance in ar eas of t ravel. Interio r finishes should be of a high quality.

G. Behavioral Consideration
H. Structural Systems

Structural and mechanical systems ar e ty pical t o th e office environment.
I. Electrical System

Lighting levels would be standard.
J. Site Considerations

This space would likely have some view to th e exteri or. an d some day lighting.



C.3 Design Lab! Making space

A. Quantities

30 person maximum capacity.
I space
3000 square feet
I * 3000 sq. ft. = 3,000 square feet.

B.Purposes! Functions
This space is intended to provide an area where industrial designers and craftsmen can experiment and
create prototypes of furniture. It is a place to test ideas, apply creativity, and generate innovation in design
and technology. This space will likely be separated to accommodate different needs of making. This is the
most exciting area of the facility. Rapid prototyping, CNC, and other technologies can be exploited to
fabricate, assemble, and finish models at a variety of scales, and full scale pieces. This would also be the
space where one off pieces could be created. This space is served by other storage areas, but also serves
the main design space as the arena to physically create ideas . It is a collective space for any designers,
craftsmen, plant workers, and others. This space would have portions that would be private in order to
maintain confidentiality of ideas and products, while other portions would allow the public to see the
process of creation from the retail space.

C.Activities
Any number of activities can go on in this space. Material cutting and forming, finishing, etc. Thinking ,
creating, innovating etc . Collaborative discussions, and group efforts would be promoted.

D. Spatial Relationships
The space should have immediate views and access to the design office area, the research labs, retail
space, and the storage areas. It should also have a strong connection to the manufacturing spaces as well.
Designers should be engaged in all processes. This space should have a ceiling height of at least fourteen
feet. It should also have a secondary relationship to the shipping dock.

E. Special Considerations
This space should have strong adjacencies to the spaces se rving it, and also good connection to the
various conference spaces. Lighting levels should be high, to be supplemented by individual task lighting
at each workstation. Individual temperature controls at each workstation also go along way to worker
productivity and satisfaction. There may also be an opportunity to express the technologies and des igns
visually on the exterior.

F. Equipment! Furnishings
Any number of machines and other technology will be located in this space, in addition to a variety of
work surfaces. Also include would be several booths for finishing materials, along with the associated
ventilation and cleaning system.

G. Behavioral Consideration
H. Structural Systems

Mechanical systems should be efficient at air changes and filtering of particles. The structural system can
be exposed. Interior finishes must be extremely durable.

I. Electrical System
Lighting levels would be standard.

J.Site Considerations

This space should have some views to the exterior, including any day lighting possible.



CA Design Office

A. Quantities

40 person maximum occupancy.
I studio
4000 square feet
I * 4000 sq. ft. = 4.000 square feet.

B. Purposes! Functions
The design office will house all creative tasks related to the production of furniture. It is here that pieces
will be created in the computer or by model or drawing. This space will house individual workstations and
a central collaborative core. where designers can work together. critique work. and research. This space is
collective. served.and semi-private. This space is publicly visible through windows from the retail experience
space.

C.Activities
Creating has as much to do with the hand as the mind. This space is inherently tied to the design lab. Think
ing. creating . innovat ing etc . are the verbs of this space . Collaborative discussions. and group efforts would
be promoted.

D.Spatial Relationships
The space should have immediate views and access to the design lab area. the research labs. and the storage
areas. It should also have a strong connection to the manufacturing spaces. and retail space as well. Design
ers shou ld be engaged in all processes. This space shou ld have a ceiling height of at least fourteen feet.

E. Special Considerations
Th is space should have strong adjacencies to the spaces serving it, and also good connection to the various
confe rence spaces . Lighting levels should be high. to be supplemented by individual task lighting at each
workstation. Individual temperature controls at each workstation also go along way to worker productivity
and satisfaction. This space should initially be a blank slate . allowing the designers to create their desired
space and increase the control over the aesthetics of their environment.

F. Equipment! Furnishings
Th is space is furnished by fifteen workstations with computers. drafting tables . and workspaces. There are
also central collaboration spaces for discussion and work. Two tables with eight chairs apiece will provide
this space. There are also a variety of storage spaces.

G. Behavioral Consideration
H. Structural Systems

Mechanical and structural systems are standard.
I. Electr ical System

Lighting levels would be standard. Task lighting would be required at the workstations.
J.Site Considerations

This space should have extensive views to the exterior. including any day lighting possible. It should also
have access to the outside.



C.S Research Lab/Testing

A. Quantities

40 person maximum occupancy.
I unit
4000 square feet
I * 4000 sq. ft. = 4,000 square feet.

B.Purposes/ Functions
The space is dedicated to product research. Here products will be tested structurally and ergonomically.
This space will also contain research regarding ergonomics and the study of the bodies interaction with
furniture. This space also will be used for dedicated research to sustainable materials. reconstituting both
internal and external wastes for reuse, and material processes. This space could also house research that
would investigate manufacturing process and efficiency of materials. It is both served by its associated func
tions. but serves the content of 'its research internally. It is also viewed by the public . and its findings on
waste could be published externally. It is also a collective space. The researchers will need to search the
vast human resources of the facility for information ideas.

C.Activities
Researchers will use a variety of testing methods, both physical and computer. to innovate and research
ideas. In many ways. these occupants fulfill the most important task of any employee.

D. Spatial Relationships
The space should have immediate access to the design lab area, the making space. and perhaps the storage
areas. It should also have a strong connection to the manufacturing spaces as well. Researchers should be
engaged in all processes. This space should have a ceiling height of at least fourteen feet. Separate spaces
for computers and offices from the testing labs.

E. Special Considerations
This space should have strong adjacencies to the spaces serving it, and also good connection to the various
conference spaces. Lighting levels should be high. to be supplemented by individual task lighting at each
workstation. Space should be extremely flexible to allow users to manipulate the space as necessary for
experiments or tests.

F. Equipment! Furnishings
This space will be furnished with workstations for each researcher. as well as an area for conference meet
ings. A variety of testing equipment will be necessary. Access to move this equipment in and out of the
space will be necessary, as it will not always be needed.

G. Behavioral Consideration
H. Structural Systems

Mechanical systems would be extensive for air quality and control, and structural systems would be stan
dard .

I. Electrical System
Lighting levels would be standard. Task lighting would be required at the workstations.

J.Site Considerations
This space should have extensive views to the exterior, including any day lighting possible. It should also
have access to the outside.



C.6 Large Conference Room

A. Quantities

26 person maximum capacity.
I space
800 square feet
I * 800 sq. ft. = 800 square feet.

B. Purposes/ Functions
This space is simply a conference room for larger meetings of up to 20 persons. This space is collective, as
it can be used by a variety of staff members, but entirely private.

C.Activities
The primary activities of this space would be sitting in a meeting or presenting.

D. Spatial Relationships
This space should have excellent exterior views and day lighting. It should also have immediate access to
the main office space.

E.Special Considerations
This space will have a high level of quality,as it is most likely the space to house important clients and guests.
Ceiling height should be about twelve feet. Temperature should maintain a comfortable level. Light levels
should be controllable for computer presentations

F. Equipment! Furnishings
This space should be furnished with one large conference table with executive task chairs for up to 20
people.

G. Behavioral Consideration
H. Structural Systems

Mechanical and structural systems are standard.
I. Electrical System

Lighting levels would be standard with the ability to black out the room for presentations. Task lighting
would be required at the workstations.

J. Site Considerations
This space should have extensive views to the exterior, including any day lighting possible.



C.? Small Conference Room

A. Quantities

13 person maximum occupancy.
2 spaces
200 square feet
2 * 200 sq. ft. = 400 square feet.

B. Purposes! Functions
This space is simply a conference room for much smaller meetings of people (2-8). This space is collective.
as it can be used by a variety of staff members. but entirely private.

C.Activities
The primary activities of this space would be sitting in a meeting or presenting.

D. Spatial Relationships
This space should have excellentexterior views and day lighting. It should also have immediate access to
the main office space. the management offices. and the reception space.

E. Special Considerations
This space will have a high level of quality. as it is most likely the space to house important clients and guests.
Ceiling height should be about twelve feet. Temperature should maintain a comfortable level. Light levels
should be controllable for computer presentations

F. Equipment! Furnishings

This space should be furnished with typically conference table with chairs for up to 8 people.
G. Behavioral Consideration
H. Structural Systems

Mechanical and structural systems are standard.
I. Electrical System

Lighting levels would be standard. Task lighting would be required to at the workstations.
J.Site Considerations

This space should have extensive views to the exterior. including any day lighting possible.



C.S Restrooms

A. Quantities

14 person maximum occupancy.
2 spaces
600 square feet
2 * 600 sq. ft. = 1200 square feet.

B. Purposesl Functions
These restrooms will primarily serve the workers of the design and office areas. The two restrooms will
serve as one men and one women. This space could be considered servant, collective, as it is used by any
employee or guest, and private . Cleaning this space, and the other expected activities of a restroom. The
restrooms will also include a shared custodial closet.

D. Spatial Relationships
This space is typically comprised of the requirements of handicapped stalls, and the associated 5' circle
required by the ADA.

E. Special Considerations
This space should have adjacencies to the office functions, and have good proximity to those functions
expected to use this facility. Interiors should be durable and cleanable surfaces such as tile flooring.

F. Equipment! Furnishings
Furnishings include the necessary number of toilets, sinks, and stalls per occupants. The closet will have a
mop sink and faucet. Outside this space should include a drinking fountain.

G. Behavioral Consideration
H. Structural Systems

Structural systems are standard.
I. Electrical System

Lighting levels would be standard, mechanical systems would be necessary for ventilation.
J.Site Considerations

This space has no requirement to have exterior views. Any windows will have etched or frosted glass.



C.9 Reception

A. Quantities

26 person maximum capacity.
I space
400 square feet
I * 400 sq. ft. = 400 square feet.

B.Purposes! Functions
This space serves as the main entry to the office. design. and manufacturing spaces. Guests will be received
here and a receptionist and security person will occupy this space. It will house guests as they wait to be
seen, and transfer people to the proper circulation spaces. This space should be considered servant, collec
tive. as it is used by any employee or guest, and acts as one of the most public spaces in the building. This
could also be used as the entrance for the retail space, thus furniture would be placed on display.

C. Activities
The activities in the space are walking. waiting. sitting. talking, and reading. Entering. removing coat, and other
activities would also take place.

D. Spatial Relationships
This space should make an impression architecturally as the entrance to the building. It should also be
identifiable on the exterior of the building. This space is smaller in plan, but could have a somewhat larger
volume if possible. Entry should be central on one end of the space, with a short walk to the receptionist
desk.

E.Special Considerations
This space should have a relatively high level of design and finishes because of its importance as the first
room in the building. This space should have transparency toward the street, and day lighting from above.
Perhaps the street could be brought into the interior smoothing this transition from exterior to interior.
This -space will have immediate adjacency to Woodward and to any parking .

F. Equipment! Furnishings
Furnishings would include a larger and higher desk for the receptionist. Several chairs and a couch should
be placed in a waiting area with a coffee table . plants, end tables, etc.
Mechanical systems must accommodate this space because it is consistently opened to the weather.

G. Behavioral Consideration
H. Structural Systems

This space should have a structural clear span in all directions.
I. Electrical System

Lighting levels would be standard. mechanical systems would be necessary for ventilation.
J.Site Considerations

This space is located on the corner of the site at Woodward and Cass at the most visible corner of the site .
Transparency to the exterior is important.



C. I0 Office Storage and Technology

A. Quantities

20 person maximum capacity.
I unit
1000 square feet
I * 2000 sq. ft. = 2,000 square feet.

B. Purposes/ Functions
This space is the office storage room, which will house the copy machines, plotters, printers and other
associated technology. It will also house office supplies, and the IT department. It is a servant space, to be
used by the collective, and is a relatively private space. This space will also be used to store any unused
office equipment such as desks, computers, and chairs. This space will also include the recycling bins for the
office.

C. Activities
The activities of this space would be organizing, stocking, and acquiring office materials. This is also where
one would collect copies or print offs. Regular maintenance would also be required for all of the machines .
The IT technicians will also occupy this space and work on the network systems, as well as troubled comput
ers.

D. Spatial Relationships
This space should have a lower ceiling height . Storage of the office equipment should be hidden from view.
This room should have immediate adjacencies to the main office area, including larger doors to move furni
ture through into storage.

E. Special Considerations
F. Equipment! Furnishings

This space would include a couple desks for the IT technicians as well as a computer work area. Other
equipment would include two to three copiers, several plotters, and the network computer system.

G. Behavioral Consideration
H. Structural Systems

This space should have standard mechanical and structural systems. The heat generated by the equipment
must be dealt with.

I. Electrical System
This space would have a large technological infrastructure needs.

J.Site Considerations
This space would benefit from views to the exterior and natural day lighting.



D.I Retail Space

A. Quantities

I occupant per 30 square feet at grade. I per 60 above grade.
I unit
8.000 square feet
I * 8000 sq. ft. =8.000 square feet.

B. Purposes! Functions
This space is an interactive space to view the furniture produced at this factory and others for this com
pany. It is intended to give the consumer a new experience by exposing them to the many processes that
contribute to producing a commodity good. The space will allow consumers to view designers at work. and
experience the manufacturing process. The smells. sights, and sounds of the factory floor can be taken in
through this space. Consumers will have the opportunity to customize their pieces. generating ownership
in the purchased product. They will also be informed about the many sustainable aspects of the piece they
are purchasing . This space is also meant to re-inform the consumer about production. and connects the
products to the material process.

C. Activities
The primary activity of this space is shopping. Secondary activities would include selling. informing, buying.
talking. and questioning. By viewing the other parts of the facility, shoppers can also observe, smell, and
hear.

D. Spatial Relationships
This space should have a double volume storefront on Woodward. with furniture displays focused on the
immediate street. In plan, this space must be longer and stretched in order to access all of the functions
that must be viewed . Woodward is not used as a strong pedestrian corridor, thus the retail may not have to
be stretched parallel to it to maximize product viewing.

E. Special Considerations
This space should have excellent lighting and interior finishes . It is also the space that will change most often
with trends. For this reason it should be immediately adaptable.

F. Equipment! Furnishings
Equipment in the space would include a sales desk, where items could be ordered and paid for. with several
stations for this task . A large assortment of displays and partitions will be distributed all over the retail
space. Another desk could be used so that customers could customize the purchased product to thei r
tastes from a series of options. This information! customization space should be located near the sales
desk .

G. Behavioral Consideration
H. Structural Systems

This space should have standard mechanical and structural systems.
I. Electrical System

There would be extensive display lighting necessary.
J. Site Considerations

Views to the exterior are not as necessary because they would detract from the products for sale . Natu ral
day lighting from above should be used. Access to the exterior is not necessary except at the entrance,
which should be readily identified.



D.2 Storage! Receiving

A. Quantities

6 person maximum occupancy.
I space
1800 square feet
I * 1800 sq. ft . = 1.800 square feet.

B. Purposes! Functions
This space is to store any inventory for the retail space. as well as receive any shipments for the store. It is
a servant space. for use by those who work the retail showroom. and is completely private.

C. Activities
Activities of this space would include unloading truck shipments. running inventory. stacking products. and
organizing the inventory.

D. Spatial Relationships
This space can have the same volumes as the retail space . It is important that a pallet lift can maneuver
through this space. and would benefit from an open plan. It will have one truck dock at one end that con
nects to the exterior spaces. It must also have immediate access to the main retail space . and any freight
elevator or vertical circulation. It must also have some larger doors between these two spaces.

E. Special Considerations
This space is for storage uses only. so interiors are not emphasized. structure and mechanical systems
exposed.

F. Equipment! Furnishings
G. Behavioral Consideration
H. Structural Systems

This space should have standard mechanical and structural systems.
I.Electrical System

There would be standard lighting.
J.Site Considerations

Views to the exterior are not as necessary.



D.3 Utility Room

A. Quantities

6 person maximum occupancy.
I space
400 square feet
I * 400 sq. ft. = 400 square feet.

B. Purposes/ Functions
This space functions as a smaller break room for the salespeople of the retail space. It will allow them to
leave the sales desk and rest. It may also store small amounts of surplus inventory, and any other miscel
laneous materials as necessary. It is a private space, used by the collective or the individual, and is a servant
space.

C. Activities
Activities in this space are resting, talking, and sitting.

D. Spatial Relationships
This space should have immediate adjacency to the sales desk of the retail space. It should also have adja
cency the storage/ receiving space of the retail space.

E.Special Considerations
Interiors can be of a lower quality.

F. Equipment! Furnishings
The space contains a few tables and chairs, as well as some more comfortable chairs.

G. Behavioral Consideration
H. Structural Systems

This space should have standard mechanical and structural systems.
I. Electrical System

There would be standard lighting.
J. Site Considerations

Views to the exterior are not as necessary.



D.4 Restrooms

A. Quantities

6 person maximum occupancy.
2 spaces
300 square feet
2 * 300 sq. ft. = 600 square feet.

B. Purposes/ Functions
These restrooms will primarily serve the workers of the retail space and the shoppers. The two restrooms
will serve as one for men and other for women. This space could be considered servant, collective, as it is
used by any employee or guest, and private.

C.Activities
Activities include cleaning this space , and the other expected activities of a restroom. The restrooms will
also include a shared custodial closet.

D.Spatial Relationships
This space is typically comprised of the requirements of handicapped stalls, and the associated 5' circle
required by the ADA.

E. Special Considerations
This space should have adjacencies to the retail space , and most likely located near the circulation of this
space. Interiors should be durable and cleanable surfaces such as tile flooring .

F. Equipment! Furnishings
Furnishings include the necessary number of toilets, sinks, and stalls per occupants. The closet will have a
mop sink and faucet. Outside this space should include a drinking fountain .

G. Behavioral Consideration
H. Structural Systems

This space should have mechanical ventilation and structural systems.
I. Electrical System

There would be standard lighting.
J. Site Considerations

This space has no requirement to have exterior views. Any windows will have etched or frosted glass, or
placed at least 6 feet above the floor.



E.I Exterior Green Space

A. Quantities

I. There is not any maximum occupancy loading. exterior space.
2. any number of spaces.
3. 20% of site square feet
4. 20% of the total site area if possible

B. Purposes/ Functions
The exterior space serves as the environmental connection for all employees. It should permeate building
form to provide maximum exposure of building interior to natural exterior. This space can also be used
as a path year round. challenging the idea that in winter. we are not supposed to be outside. By using the
exterior spaces as circulation for limited. but tolerable amounts of time . the building users are connected
to the environment. This is an important space in that it provides the inhabitants connection to the natural
landscape .

C. Activities
Outside, in good weather. employees can relax. hold meetings. eat lunch. walk around. and enjoy many other
activities that the green spaces have to offer.

D. Spatial Relationships
The exterior green space should have a strong relationship with nearly all of the functions . It is important
that it receives generous amounts .of sunlight as well.

E.Special Considerations
The space could be a variety of hardscape and landscaped spaces that could be both public and pr ivate.

F. Equipment! Furnishings
The only furnishings of this space would be outdoor furnitu re that employees could use to eat ou ts ide.
meet, or relax.

J. Site Considerations
This space could possibly operate as a storm-water runoff or constructed wetlands.

Restroom Requirements
Assembly theaters halls museums - men per 125. women per 65. I per ISO. I per 1000.
Business Occupancy - men/ women toilets I per SO, sinks. I per 80. drinking founta in I per hund red .
Factory/ Industrial - I per 100. I per 100. emergency showers. drinking fountain I per 400 .
Mercantile - I per SOD, I per 750. I per 1000.
Storage - I per 100, I per 100. I per 1000.



SITE SELECTION

milwaukee and divsion
wicker park
chicago, il
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cass and amsterdam
detroit , mi



Site Selection
Opportunity

Ur ban Co ntex t
Ch IC. ,O ', r . ,ionl l cl im ate ' 1 c h ar aeter i l e d b1 hars h ", inte r a nd s ummer tempe rat ure. in add it ion [0
hllh yu r round wind sp e eds . In des l," ln. for th is c1lm.ate . lia b ili ti es In cl ud e summer s un and
tempe ratures , as well as winte r tempe ruure l nd winds. In t he summe r winds c an be used for nat ur al
.,en tl lat lo n and II co oli n, effect. The winter su n can aha be exploited to create I co mfo r ta bl e in te rnal
en " ironme nt d ur lnl the w int e r mon th s. C hiulo', microcl imate i ' modulated by Lake Mlch l,ln, but I,
a llO , " e c t e d by t he win d s wh ich un blow off t he lake . T he pr ima,y conce r n is temperat ur e across th e
bu lld ln, cn¥e lope . w h ile pr ouetl", fro m w inter w inds , Iso becomes e xtremely Impo rtant .

Au race Temperature HI&h/low • W in te r 28 . Summer 80

Ur ba n Te xt u re
The bulld ln, mUI Is ty p ically about th re e storie I In hel,ht . with few vacant lo ts . OYera ll. the are Is
Ipatail ly den Ie , an d most st ruct ure. ar e built o n t he lot line s. L.u,er thorou,hflru Ire lined with
commerc ia l den lopme nts . A major ity of the streets are two lanes with one parkin, lan e on each alde ,
Ma n bull dln,l ut ilin lome so r t of br ic k or stone. and has a ortha,onal ,eomerry. with a flat roof. The
context II , e n. ra lly ut ilita r iin. where no buildln, hll too much oc a presence oyer t he other.

·co smo po lita n '. a se lf professed blend of culture lnd char isma

Opportun it ies an d C h a lle nee s
Thll l it. proYld.1 the Ireuelt oppo r tu n it y II far U co mme rc ial prOlpects . W icker Park hll excellent urban density .nd 11f• ••nd Is • denlnatlon for mlny
r ulde nts of C hln,o. Th•• rea al rudy has I d ..... lo pe d home fu rnish In, nor. dlnr lct . In add ition to Iu other amenities . MOlt furn iture brands h......
ch lc'lo lo cati o n as I Ihowroom. Th. l it . has fronu,e on Mllw.ukee• • n ml ln commercl.1 thouroulhfare• • nd .n exp.nl l.... sin for Irowth .nd .daptatlon. It
has ecce.. to mUI pu blic t ra nlpor tlt lon .nd m' lor rOldwl,l . VI.bll lt, of the urb.n condit ion Is th ll , lte 'l ,reltelt Itrenlth .
One of the ,reatelt ch i llen , e s Is reconc illn, the Ind un r lal funct ions of th ll prolrlm Int o I denn rel ldantlal ne llhborhood . The l ite hll no direct Iceell to
ra il raid•• I nd t he trlnaporta tl o n o f mate r ilis may be d ifficu lt . It does . howe.... r , ha.... ,reat proxim ity to the Inte r st at e . An addlt lonll challenle Is plrklnl.
which Is notorlou lly d im e ult In th ll dist rict .

Milwaukee and D iv is ion
W lck. r Park. Ch lulO . IL



U rban Co n te xt
W icke r Park I. to t he welt by nouhwen of dow ntown C hinlo. Oppo. ite o f 1.90. it I. a vib ran t
enurta lnment and shopplna d lltr lct . known fo r lu Indepe nde nt bo t lq ues , clubs . and restaurants .
Hou. ina Vllues hay••oar.d r.cent l)'. how..... r, no doubt forc ina: out man)' r.side nts. The de ns it )' is
rath.r hllh , and Is deflnlt. ly urban In qua lity . Bulld lncs "ary from two t o e lCht no r lu In he lcht and
are rep r...ntat ive of a number of arch itectural st)'les . Vehicular and pedest rian t raffic vo lume s ar e
.xtremely hl.h . At the co rner of Dame n and Route 64 Is a place known as Six Corners. wh ic h pro...es
the central node for the area . Milwaukee pro...ides a ma in throurofar. towards downtown. W ic ke r
Par k Is named Jfur the 4 acre park I. ft b), t he o r ic ina i deve lo pe rs of t he ar'J t o Its new re sld enu.
Th. park " lust south of the central node . The EI tra in also r uns pHall., to Milwaukee. prov id inc
pub lic mus t ransportation throuchout the chy, eventuall), urmlnulnC u O 'Hare airport.
To the .nt is a heavy industri al Ion. adjacent to the Chicago River known as Goose Island. On the
ne r th . Ide I. Bucktown , I s imilar area with creater d lvers lt)' . East Villace Is to th e south. Poulons of
W icker Park also have a histor ic landmark SUtus . This site Is most promisinc ln terms of its context.
Ch icalo cont inues to nr.nlhten as an quallt), urban city. and this d istrict Is a result .

Adaptat ion
build . settle , leave. r e no ...ate , demolish. pa int. re - Inhabi t. plan. &entr lf)', subyer sl o n , art d istr ict . deterio rate , re-use , co n...e r e, st arbucks . reco r ds ..

Adaptation o f this s ite be,an shortl)' followln& the Ch lcalo Fire , as the c ity expanded outward. Elelant house s and brownstone s lined t he stree ts . Followlnl
some d.terlorat lon and nealect. the ne'ch borhood became undes irable , except to an art ist class which settled In In the 1970's . In r.sponse t o t h iS mo ...e .
wealth .oon came back to the area . Today . W icker Park Is one of the mo.t ylbrant enerulnment and shopp lna d istr icts In C hica l O, Ind prop.rty val u.s have
SOl r. d In the d.s lrabl. communlt)' due to renovations , and the ....erlle home lis ts for about 300 .000 do llar • . Inte res t ln ll)', the or11lna l d..... lo p.rs had
plann.d a commun lt), In wh ich III econom ic Croups cou ld IIve . The Itor)' o f eyolyinl commun itie s reln fo rc lna t he need fo r arc h lt . ct ur . to b. ad apuble In
order to faci lit at e c han,e .

Milwaukee and Division
Ch icago , Il



Site Selection
Opportun ity II

Climate
Royal Oak shares Its rce lonal cllmue with the City o f Detroit . It Iu.s severe w in ce rs th r ou& h low
temper:aturu and hi&h w inds . In summers re ma in mo de ru e in te mpe ruure. Bulld in , du ic ns must
mod ulate tem perature aero" the bu lld ln a: e nve lo pe . ;as w e ll .as pro vide protect ion (ro m wi nte r w in ds .
The w inter sun Cln also be uU!d t o br ing w arm th in t o the bulldl" g. Dur ine t he sum mer. w inds can
provide coo lln& ilnd venetl ar tc n, but I maj or pri ority Is pro t ect ion fr om t he sun. Royal O ak II len
modulated by the bo d ie s of water .u De t ro it h . This site co nu lns ve ry lim ited vccc tUlo n and no rree s
of any sicn ificance .

Ave race Tempe rature· 7] in August . 23 in January
Average Prec lplUtlon • 32 Inches
Averale Wind Speed and Direction . W inter. WSW at 12 mp h. Summer. SW at 9 mph .

Ur ban Texture
Royal O aks urban texture is less dense t ha n thu o f W ic ke r Par k. Mo st sites have e n- site par klnc
availa ble . and res idential neighborho ods are d es igned wi t h green space . Th is co ntext als o ty picall y on ly
rhu to about tw o o r three $tor les . Royal O ak Is dotted w it h larlc am o unt of parks Ind Ircen spaccs
as well . Main street has five la nes o f t raffic wi th an addi ti o nal la ne o f park lnc o n ea c h si de. a nd ac ts as
a malar roadway. Architecturally. the area lea ve s mu ch t o be de s ir ed . Much o f the mo de rn bu ildi ne
prior to the put fi ...e years wlS poorly d u Jened . Th e residential bloc ks are t ypically extende d. with
m:ar.ure trees linlna the Side walk . Bulld ln&s In Main St . malnU ln a re cullnear form. with flu rooh being
mon prevalent .

Op p o r t u n i t i e s an d C ha ll e nge s
Th is s ite's &reatest o pportu nity Is In the way it ca n eff o rtlessly co mbi ne the Indust ria l an d co mm ercial func tions . This sit e can euily coordinate the needs of
both while malntaln inc and successful rcu ll fr ont on a bu sy cor r idor. Roy al O ak has a I ro winc mar ket for lolts and re la t ed IIvinl wh ich dnws a market of
younC people- who valu e d UI Cn. This proeram tarceu thh specific ma rket. and wou ld me sh we ll with such a conte xt .
The &reatut cha llenee to th is site is th at It so uth of the ma jo r dens ity o f people in t he downtow n ar ea . It would the refore anra ct less pedestr ian traffic
than a locat ion t o the north. The site la cks a strone and vib ra nt imme diate context. The s t rc ncth of the sitc is In its size . It ca n Crow qUite casily onr tim e

and has eo od adjacencies fo r t ra ns portation .

Lincoln and Main
Roy. 1 O . k. MI



Urb4ln Context
Royal Oak Is a stronl residential community to the North of Detroit . It has the most vibrant
do ..... ntown area in the metro area . Main street IS the main draJ;, and conUins a variety of amenitles.
WIth lareer loh deYelopmenu rislne a&alnst the prlmarlly sinele family rUldences . The Site hu the
luxury of fronule on Malt' St . but also hu access to the railroad. In addition. the site is considerab ly
So ut h of the hlcher denut les . and therefore hu , leu constrained Ute . The ute aha has exce llent
pr oximity to mal or roadways. and has a central lontlon in the creuer Metro relion.

Royal O , k' s demol raphic shift wo u ld com ple ment ' pr olram such as this . Youncer people cont inue to
move in to the inne r rinl suburbs as an alurnatlve to the p laces they Irew up . Ideally. It could
caplu.lue on t he market thlt values and maintllns a Uste fo r excellence In deslln . The site Is clear ly
not In the ee nrer o f vib r ancy, b ut can :acqui re :a fro nt o n Miln st reet w hic h 's , rowin, at both ends .
Into che reudentlal blocks surroundlne che center, t he swe e e erld compr ises of lone blocks. fIlled ..... ich
parks an d houSln, from the 192 0's to 1950' s. f or many metro O e t ro it e rs , Royal O ak manages co be in
the ce oce r o f It a ll. The site hl$ an excellent o pp ortuni ty for both IU inten de d in dustr ial use as well
as a recail front fo r product n les . This she blends most easily ebe vastly different needs of the
proeram.

Ad ap ta t io n
Cultural Shift, retee are, natura l Intervention. ca re . " ee lect . deter iorate , trall , roa d, rail , forest, charter, farm, plant, clear. build , demolish . bUild , leave , inh abit .
,ro w. reuse . bu ild .alal n

ThIS p.art o f Ro yal O ak Is ada pti ng q uickly from a tow n of alii'll suburbanites to younS crowd. look ln, for lo h s. reuaurant, and bars. Th is cultural sh ift may be
attri but ed to t he fac t that Roy al O ak bo u ts a stro ng d o wntown ar ea with ucenibili ty t o major roadways. In particullr. thiS s ite hu changed over from an
Industrla l use to .a nca ncy. rea dy for red e ve tc pme m . These change, m.ark mo re of an evolution of t he City in which res ldenu ad .apc to ch.ang ing urban
co ndit Io ns. Roy al O ak luelf. was merely .a swa mp ..... hen General Cus surveyed it lener.ations ilo.

L incoln and Ma in
Roy.1 O.k. H I



Site Selection
Opportunity III

lite se lec.tlo n: hllt o r . , at refere nce co ",.llIn l . prO. lmh, t o (rln sportl ll O" . ..I..b le reull cor r ido r fo r H'lI ,"C . ab,l n, t o acco mmod ate &rowth or chinle o f t he blll ld '"1 I nd au e .

Ur ban Con t ex t
O n the So u t h en d o f New Cent a r, t h IS ar c i c urr e n t ly" characterized by I&in& in d u u t lal
many of which Is be ing reha bllilued In d adapt ed for other uses . tens . research (cnters
co mmun ity center are I few of the re cent add it ions to the community. The urban dens It
im me di at e arca is so me w h at low, w ith near ly half of the Ion Ind bu lld ln" Ylcant . but I
to the Nonh . New Center wu dcYeloped In orde r to decruu urban (onCCltion down
a,eu inve st ment . Indust r y loc;lt ed he re fo r prOXimity to t he Gr ..nd Trun k Railroad II
, Ite co n diti on Is .. par1d nl lo t . The u :lstl na: bu ild ing s. and t ho se In proxim ity are lyp lca
fra me s with br ic k In fill o r veneer, rang ing In he lJhl from lwO to si x: stories . AlthouJ" I
Isolued by Inte rstue. It mainta ins goo d sur face connect ivity . Community Impro ve me l'i
ne w tre e s, street lIehti ng, and walk s.
The ncancy o f ind ust r ial bu ild ings ma r ks a larler cul lural and economical condit io
no lo nge r made In th is country.

Ad ap ta t io n
Nu ur al Inte rv e nti o ns. bUlld lnJ co llap se . the bUildi ng as a canvas , care. neelect . deteriorate , trill , road . rail , foren , parking 10 1. meadow, farm , plant, clear.
sq uu . bu ild , destroy. bu ild . le ave . Inhabi t . gr o w. re us e , .

Th h site Is r epresenu l lve of a lar l e r trend In t he aba ndo nme nl of Indu nrla l areas lhroughoul Delroit . Hlnorlcally. the s lle had Its beg inning' In a porlion of
che fo rest. whi ch once co ve red the area , wh ich pro grened Into fa r mland . Over clme. che land was furthered developed Int o a f",lIy Ind",u r lallu d site. Since.
t he bu ild lnc has be en demolishe d . and paved for parkln c . Adapta tion cont inues throueh the ChanCing of programs. throuJh adaptive re -use of ewinlnc
ur",ctures .

Amsterdam and Cass
Detro l, . MI



Climate
DClroit', re,lonal climate Is ch.racue,..zcd by severe w inters in both temperature and
..... Inds. wilt. mode rue ,ummerl . In del iaA1AC for d lmaCit response . winter winds .
winter tempera tures . and summer sun are malor ceocerns . However, thIS climate hou
manaceable summer temperatures. and summer Winds w~"ch (.an pro....de coollnc. In
the wi nter mo nt hs. the sun be comes Ii crit ical uu~t. The DetrOit m icroclimate Is
lnfluenced by the larler bodlu of wacer In pro.imltr to the cu)' Th" ' Ite has no
real bndmau (h.lt could be e plaued for eco loCiul means . The sun must be
controlled In order to pre aer e comfort Indoors

plrkln& on both sides . The aru I' pr lm:arlly
n s p ce . Vehicular and pe destr ian traffic IS

e • . Bulldlncs In the Immed Iate area

Ur ban Tu:cure
The surface road wa
parkin&: or bu ildlnls
verr low In compar
ar. :are Indun rlal l

Avcrale Temp , • 7) In AUlu\( 2l In January
Averacc PrecipitatiOn - ) ) Rehu
AverlCc Wind Sp e ed and ~t lon • Winter WSW at 12 mph. Summer SW at 9 mph
De trOit Metropolitan

The opporlunlty of the burleonlnl loft markec seem. to define a need for products . partlcular ly furniture . Anocher Creat item to explo lc is ebe recurn of
mak ln&: to a City t ha t conliUent lr loses Indunr)'. The C it)' of Detroit 's Muter Plan SUtes that one initiative for this area IS to ensure retention of ind uu r y.
u we ll u att rac t addltl ona l bu sine ss es . D ue to ebe lar l e vacaM buildlnc stock . the :ability to adapt e»ostlnc urueture would be euUy ach ieved . An addi tional
pro spect is the availabilIty of Inex pensive properly. a nd the clunce to improve a co mmuni t y In creat need .
O ne o f t he pri mar y conce rns wit h th is s ite is the density of both the built environment and the populat ion
a vlbnnt co ntex t . In addit io n. the market for ttlls type of produce IS somewhat limited In this location .

Amsterdam and Cass
DetrO it . HI



SITE ANALYSIS

cass and amsterdam
detroit, mi



Site Analysis
This site was selected primarily for its larger context.

The city of Detroit has encountered an amazing series of

events. While Detroit has lost over half of its population.

it has experienced the withdrawal of large amounts of

industry and the associated wealth of the middle and upper

class. The city's inhabitants as a whole are extremely under

educated and impoverished. What does the future hold

for Detroit?

With shifting global economies. re-investment. and raising

concern over issues of sustainability. architecture has a

tremendous responsibility to respond to these conditions

through adaptation. Detroit mayor may not experience

another socioeconomic shift . It is this uncertain

environment that provides the circumstance for adaptable

architecture.

The available site includes two plots on Amsterdam street.

split by Cass street. An additional site possibility would

include the adjacent site location on the North side of the

series of railroad tracks.
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site plan



This site is also distinguished by its lack of natural

environments. The site is understood through chain

link fencing, and hardscapes of concrete and pavement

provide the site texture. The feeling is one of grit that

is Detroit. The site as a severed relationship with the

dense urban characteristics of New Center, but can

offer the opportunity to respond with a connection.

Proximity to the heavy rail system can provide the

ability to move large quantities of material, and

possibly building parts to and from the site with ease .

In addition, the site maintains a balanced position

between the two areas in Detroit experiencing

generous investment, the Wayne State University and

Cultural District, and New Center. Several structures

in the area are currently being renovated into lofts,

,including a 415 unit conversion immediately to the

north of this site . The possibility of adaptive reuse is

also a characteristic of this site.

urban patchwork



panoramic photographs



north south site section

east west site section
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This site creates issues of visibility. accessibility. security. density. and
programmatic questions of reuse,



remnants of a past of making

context



local manufacturing, 1950 and now

In 1950. nearly 1.2 million square feet of building footprint were

dedicated manufacturing or making spaces in the immediate

context. Today their is no existing medium to heavy manufac

turing done in the 16 block area.



SPRING BOARD



initial sketch models, investigating program interconnectedness, response

to site conditions, and init ial ideas about massing in re lation to context.

sketch models



the three dimensional program model intends to discuss the relationship

of functions. multiple overlapping layers refer to the interconnectivity

of the spaces, while vertical and horizontal circulation elements tie

the whole together. the model also expresses building weight, which

is thought to be contained toward the woodward portion of the

site. threads weave from space to space, connecting technologies and

establishing adjacencies



vo ids

• • -r- -• •I. •- L '

-' - •

the vo id allows for green space. interaction with the environment, and the allowance

of daylight into the building form . it enhances the connectedness with the natural

environ ment.

The model also begins to think about engaging the railway by building over and under it.

and addressing the more urban northern portion of the site .



flexiblity

the interiors will allow for the creative manipulation of space. flexible se rvices , movable

part itions, and flexible space layouts allow the users to control the space to the ir specific

needs .

t his model is meant to convey the idea of a

rigid, and durable building con struction. with

built- in design for user accomm odation. the

slab co ntains raceways that allow for removable

partitions. it also creates the atm osphere of

co nt ro l, where the users design their space.
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pod studies



the pod studies investigate the portable program

unit as a means for an adaptable building. these

could be inte rnal, or moved on tracks of rollers. a

core of storage could contain the units when they

are not in use.

--

b u dding s e r v r c e core

cross section through the storage and office pods ,

set into an external concrete frame .
• •

tle ... b l e open c t tte e pl an



these studies began to look at the scale of the

office and the scale of the architectural pod. In

the office environment. portable offices could

move and assemble to create the necessary

configurations, and could be changed out as

desired. external pods might attach to the

building's exterior and provide on demand use .

these could move by any number of means, but

address immediate needs for the users of the

building. they might also occupy much neglected

rooftops. interior storage spaces would contain

these pods.

external office and storage pods
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green space sketches

this series of sketches begin to think about the green

spaces as a series of fingers which penetrate the building

form . in this, visibility and connection to green space is

maximized, while it remains narrow enough to be used

as an external circulation space. it is bridged by internal

functions. the next investigation into the green space is

to think about the way in which this space might handle

storm water runoff and the other ecological aspects such

air quality and air temperature .



interior perspectives

this perspective was intended show the relationship between

the vario us program elements. where shopping and office spaces

have visual relat ionships

---



this perspective displays the retail space



another perspective here is intended to show the inhabitable green

spaces that will permeate the building form. these are intended to be

voids where people can connect with the environment. users may also

use this space for circulation. where inhabitants can establish a greater

connection with the thermal extremes and weather conditions. as

well as living plant life.

ski n

if the building facade is to change with the

contemporary architectural trends. perhaps

a building skin could become a kit of easily

removable parts. this would allow what is

described as a "facadecto my" by Joel Garreau sec 0 n? ski n
I bUlldl"' • skin II the

in his book Edge Cities. :::;;,::~c••pr ilion of its

Its style II ohen dated within
years
what If I .econd skin without
en¥lronmenul function could
be r.mo.... d and ch.n.ced II

deslredl

",* ~.



program diagram

establishing visual re lat ionships of program spaces. size

corresponds closely with actual space in relationship to site .

Initial plan and massing studies

-

----r

bu ild i n g schemes



prior stud ies which only dealt with scale of the program in

relationship with the site .

• retail

• offices

manufacturing

• accessory

• shipp ing/ storage



initial three dimensional computer models -

these displayed relationships of program parts and scale . while

developing a feasible manufacturing process. the complete

integration of various program parts became difficult. and

weakened the des ign as a whole.

evaluating a linear form with permanent cores.



initial three dimensional computer models 

simplifying building form. and allowing stacked

manufacturing components. this began the

realizat io n that the site was most likely too small

for the program as des igned.

recognizing the ground plane and practicality of construction.

program elements no longer float above the ground plane .



s ite studies

woodward f a c a d e opporunltv

ma x imum ret ail •• po sur . l o c a ti o n

ce n tr a l •• te,lor space

, .condory vhlbllity •• p o " " ••

gre en se e c e and max imum vis ibility

site analysis in the context of thesis

quest ions. and schematic design intentions.

building temporal permonence along
the woodward corridor

In t e , no l building componenh or.
In o c e . "lb l.

H orage st r u c t u r. , are h lgh lV mobil. ,
placed near tron,portotlon

the more o cc e u lb le the surf a ce or .o
o f t h e bui ld ing , the greaUr eou of
large leal. ph,,,lcal change of both
the Int.,no l and •• terna l

manufacturing perm anence d i a g r a m

L
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proposed manufacturing process diagram

in relationship to the factory floor.
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folding wall panels

cross section of the relationship between

the design space and the factory floor.

wall detail of removable panels

wall construct ion of tanker t railers

cross section of the relationship between

the retail space to the factory floor.
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building cross section. this main cross section considers the retail spaces as an experiential

shopping environment. buyers will pass through manufacturing spaces and browse products

under diffuse natural day lighting.

initial building design - first floor plan sketch.
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material studies

this perspective displays the exterior green space and

the external metal screen wall. the wall was designed as

a screen comprised of the excesses of a manufacturing

process. they have a linear quality that would resemble

the excess of cut sheets of corten steel. th is material

could be perforated with a cnc machine.and then assemble

to provide a filtered screen.

these two paintings attempt to communicate the aspect of the immaterial. the corten steel curtain wall is

perforated so as it allows light to pass through it. during the day. it maintains a certain solidity as it filters light

into the building. at night, however. the internal lights of the building dissolve the appearance of the solid. and the

screen dematerializes. corten steel will. over time. corrode away. and so the material has a distinct quality of a

foreseeable dematerialization over time.



-

this collage study investigates a specific site condition. the retail space

connects with the street, while the other program spaces spill into a large

green space. this collage also beings to think about the play of materials and

their associated permanence, both perceived and actual.

a model created from a brick found at the site. this thinks about a very

ecological sentiment of resting lightly on the ground. by being less invasive

to the ground surface, we preserve its qualit ies and abilities . structural piers

support a framework of building above .



additional sketches

later study models investigated the use of the

western and northern po rtions of the site, using

the railway as feasible way to move materials,

produ cts, and perhaps buildings. physical obstacles

like cass avenue and the railroad necessitate

the constant bridging of form , though functional

relationships were difficult to achieve .

this sketch model begins to examine the

overwhelming scale of the program as written at

the time. by allowing the linear manufacturing

process (in white) to move through the other

programmatic elements. the relationship with

making is established.



this lower sketch model elaborates on the idea of building

core and skin. cores are seen as structural elements

that contain permanent or semi -permanent portions of the

program. circulation and services are also placed in the

core . outside, the floor plates have flexibility, and can be

removed if necessary. the steel represents the cores, and the

folded parts communicate th e wall envelope, which lacks any

temporal definition. it is ultimately a breathable skin, acting in

concert with the needs of the building's changing program.



in thinking about establishing an external architectural expression of the internal

funct ion. i began to analyze the relationship of the body to furniture. in essence, the

relationship of building to site is much like the one which we share with furn iture.

what kind of dialogue could be created to express this relationship in a manner

that could be interpreted? because the initial plan is to cut into the site and create

topography. opportunities exist to play with the architecture .

bUilding : site

this model further investigate the building. site relationship. how could the rhythm

of structure or architectural expression reveal more about its dialogue with the
site?



this model represents the final architectural solution in the schematic design process. the

design is dependent on a series of connected pavilions separated by green spaces. with

other programmatic elements dispersed in these spaces or penetrating the manufacturing

functions. through this model. it was determined that the program was far too large for

the site for my design intentions.

final sketches



the image above begins the idea of an introduced topography .

this model displays the massing of the previous final model. although its

sca le is reasonable in the context of the site. it is somewhat impractical

to stack manufacturing functions into three levels and create this level of

density throughout.



SCHEMATIC DESIGN
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external pod typologies and studies.

analyzing the different configurations.

structure. and tectonic systems. do pods

self support or become dependent upon

another system? which portions are

programmatic and what other become

circulatory? all of the pods were designed

to be halved and placed on a trailer for

road travel.
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elevation of the office pod systems
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a variety of sectional studies investigating

programmatic relationships. and questions

of permanent portions versus portable and

~
7?~';;I> i l e components. these also looked

v..,."V" ~f I relationships <0 green spaces



exterior structural framing in the green

space to accommodate building out the

space for new functional needs. this other

sketch illustrates the idea that these green

spaces could act as rainwater collectors.

1==--

th is drawing investigates how structure

be organ ized to allow structure to

through the building envelope.

u

another sketch loo king at th e

co ncept of the second skin.
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elevation sketches investigating structure and aesthet ics.



models. plan sketch, and elevation sketches of the schematic design proposal. green spaces

carve out form, while the saw tooth allows in natural daylight.

I

I



schematic viz model and first floor plan.

this scheme was focused on the concept of

externalized pods organized on solid cores of

vertical circulation and structural systems. the

manufacturing spaces are more solid and permanent

systems, while the offices and retail portions were

less permanent. green spaces permeate the building

form.
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second floor plan of the schematic design.

another sectional study and pocket park diagram . this scheme looked at

the concept of central structural cores that allowed attachment of pod

configurations.



-
various diagrams explaining the architectural concepts

.' I ...
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this sketch and the investigates the use of old

refrigerator doors as a skinning material.



J
west elevation

east elevation front ing wooward. with consideration for the second skin.

rr ---,--

south elevation displaying the pods. vertical structure and crane.

model of pods on structural frame and solid central circulation core.
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following the schematic design, new sketches began to think a more

modular st ructural system of co ncrete piers placed as a grid on the

site at 80' spacing. mechanical spaces would be placed below grade,

and the entire site would be excavated 14' below grade.

---,

1

pt·~t~ rvM4

~
perspective of green space with the concrete

piers and portions of the architecture

extending into this environment.
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elevations, sections. models, and plans

investigating this scheme. circulation between

the bars of the building form are conceived

as mobile components and serve as vital

connectors of program adjacencies.



futu re additions placed on top

of oversized structure and

foundations.

I,

---

circulation and program distribution

within the building structure.
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II elevation studies. construction

details and structural conception.



a tectonic model investigating modularity,

proposing intermittent floors for circulation

that would facilitate the adaptation from a

two story space to one with four floor plates.

the other model investigated the corten skin,

thinking of how these waste pieces could

theoretically become expressed.
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these studies also considered loading one

side of the building form with structure

and other services, including circulation,

creating an organizing spine . this allowed

minimal structure on the opposite side .

- considering a different aesthetic which

is more relevant to the expression of

furniture . the second level is conceived as

an independent system self supporting and

capable of moving and being removed.

--- 1----11'------ also included in this thought process

\ was the notion of a removable flooring

~- system. the second floor plate would

~F=::::!~~- I be modularized and capable of shifting

I
or being removed as necessary. these

types of large scale transformations are

somewhat difficult to make believable .
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general program diagram and manufactu ring process sketch.
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elevation study of the south facade. utilizing passive so lar st rategies. glazing. sunshades.

skin studies - variations of surface and skin

skin was intended to prov ide articulat ion to the generally mundane and rat io nal

system of expression. rhyt hm. te nsion. rele ase . cut. offset.
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th is new scheme represents a shift in focus from a 2-way long span structural

syst em to a one way long span . this move considered the system to retain

its modularity, yet allow for far more specific inte rventions to the building

systems.

this also represen ts a further level of refinement in the skin cond it ion,

materiality, fenestration development, and building form . the building plan and

program placemen t are also refined to another level of deve lopment. th is new

developing scheme translated int o the des ign development scheme.
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the design development stage resulted in further

consideration for the form and aesthetic decisions in

th e pro ject. the architectural responses to the thesis

ques tions are further investigated.

to th e right are sketches cons ider ing the green space as

seasonal inhabitation. in the winter, the space acts as a

gre enh ouse, t rapp ing heat and allowing it to flow into

the building. in the summer, it dissipates heat when the
roof glazing is removed.

below, a conceptual model for an adjacent park . shifting

topography and creating a pedestrian path .



tectonic model of the building at the green space articulating structure and

building systems. including mechanical air exchange and distribution . covering

the several acres of roof is a variety of grasses.
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section through the green space

T
_._--~

GIl.EEN SPACE ELEVATION
Ic ,n t "". • ,.. • .

BUILDING seCTION 8

section through the building at the retail/ manufacturing area. skylights punch

through the roof to bring in natural light to the space below.

BUILDING SECTION A

section through the three bars of the building. articulating structure. vertical

circulation . mechanical spaces. green spaces. and relationship to the street.
SHELf LIFE

detailed section through the entry and

retail spaces. the drawing is intended

to covey as much detail in the buildings

subsystems as possible .
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axonometric drawing displaying the idea

of a modular skin system and removable

components.
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the green spaces allow the building to grow internally, as

demonstrated in this diagram . adding 19.000 squa re feet .

digital model of building skin at woodward

zon ing pres cript ive prog rams within the building section .

'.A\1 HOOIl MOtiLITY DIACRAI"I

structural diagram. in addition to diagrams locating the

mobile . or impermanent components of the building.

\Hl' H



the design solution for the design development stage was, in

my opinion, lacking some articulation. i began to work on the

skin of the building, while the interior components remained

relatively the same. in this time, i also worked to better develop

some detail throughout the building, including the components

responsive to thesis questions.

conceptual model and elevation sketches

_--- -----l
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further investigation to this modification of the

formal expression. the large forms punching

through became articulated as skylights and

began to wrap the building, as seen in the digital

models. in this phase, considerable thought was

given to the way in which the terminating ends

should be treated. the northern side simply

falls off into the raised landscape, while at the

southern end, the building tapers to an end that,

in turn, ribbons back towards itself and then

into the ground.
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schematic mechanical diagram. with

vertical and horizontal distribution.

including the appropriate zoning.
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MIXE D USE CONVE RSION
adaptive reu se of e n tire building In t o
second f loor Ilvel work lofts and
first floor reta i l and off ice s p a ces

C ORPORATE GROWTH
off ice operat io ns ad apt manufactur ing
spaces , while lim ited manufacturing
takes place in the rema in ing workshop .

ret a II

li ve I wo rkOH iCp a

--------rr ~L

EMPTY CONDITION
the b u tl dl n g componen ts a re deconstruct ed
and reu sed In other structur e s , l e a vi n g
b eh ind the cran e s . r eady for new
con struct ion placed on the eX l stl n l
foundat ion s .

overs l a e d stru cture a n d foundat ion s
allow for v ertical expansion
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SCALING BACK
one h alf of th e m au fac tur lng
operations are moved 0(( si t e .
and this port ion of th e
building is le a sed .
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conceptual model displaying the layering of program

and architectural space. transparent images layer

green space and program.





OFF C E LANDSCAPE

portable desks and other furn iture scale c o n st r u c ts are
designed to be mobile and collaps ible - folding . extending .
h inging Into configurations . space can be reorgan ized as
necessary , and desks can be removed and replaced .



•

POD S
pods are portable structures which can engage the b u l l d l n g
both Internally and externally as necessary . they can be
transported via rail or trailer and provide transformable
office environments with office and storage uses .
pods can be stored on the roof when not In use .

section through pod plan



summer . gl.zing removed,
s p a c e d l s Ip a t e s intern. I heat

the Intern. I green s p a c e s function to collect r a i n w a t e r ,
e s t a b l i s h relationships with the env ironment , a n d work as •
c r l t f c a l p a s s i v e energy strategy .

winter . gl.zing in p l a c e ,
heat is trapped in
greenhouse a n d circulated
throughout the building .

G R E E N SPA C E



CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

I believe t hat th is pro ject met a variety of specific goals of the thes is. While
going through a var iety of large-scale changes th roughout the design process ,
I feel stron gly about where the design concluded. I bel ieve each change was
a st ro ng impr ovement over the last , and I am generally satisfied with the
co nclusion. The process always engaged the idea of prog ram configuration
and smaller scale mobile components. However, the initial sc he matic des ign
was complicated bec ause it was external ized . By moving these program
pieces into flexible 'barn' space , the organizat ion bec ame far mo re fluid.
Other strong arc hitectura l concepts were the creat ion of modularity, and the
exposure of building systems.

On the human scale of th is pro ject, the quest ion of multi-purpose space
grapples with th e notion of specificity. If a space respo nds to a multipl icity
of pro gram int ention s, then it begins to lack cha racter, becoming generic.
However, the answer to this type of problem seems to lie in smaller scale
constructs, perhaps furniture size or larger that can address scale and issues
of character on the level of the user. Inherent to this project is the idea
that ar chitecture is impe r manent, and that our ideas as arch itects are not as
permanent as we may t hink. Architecture addresses the needs of a function ,
but may not as easily conform to those of anothe r. The scale of th is project,
meeting t he requirements of a manufacturing program, is ult imately adaptable
to nearly any functi on . Building typological and form mak ing studies could
further e nhance adaptable bu ilding design.

The external cranes walk a fine line between ut ility and excessive
accommo datio n to change . I wo uld justify the need fo r these in severa l
points. The first is moving large scale constructs around the building,
including storing these o n roofto p locatio ns. They may also be involved in
the constructi on o r deconst ruction of the building parts. I do not believe
that they would facilitate t he inte ntio nal change of t he e nt ire bu ilding to the
po int of actually be ing wasteful. Instead, I th ink they provide another level
of important flexi bility to move building parts, critical concepts of seasonal
change, amon g othe rs . The ne xt level of detail , I suppose, is in the prescriptive
transformation s of th e building's function . Exactly how do buildings meet
new requirem ents of building systems to new programs ? Egress distances
may shift, and mechan ical needs change . If the st ructure is to expand
vertically, how does vertical circulation accommodate ? These questions are
not ad dressed in this build ing design , primarily because of time and scale
constraints.

I would have liked to generate mo re work regarding the idea of using waste
as a bu ilding material. I be lieve th is concept to be critical in re forming
no t ions of waste in our socie ty. My ear liest readings we re focused on
consumption in the United States, and I t hink a cultu ral sh ift is necessary in
t he way Americans view newness an d t he products in our lives . We must be
far mo re engaged in the protection of o ur e nviro nme nt and mo re inte rest ed
considerate consumptive practices. O ne way I be lieve we can make steps
toward this sh ift is by illust rat ing th e utility of our pe rceived wast e, and by
flipping notions of new materials and wa st e o n th eir head. While th is
is taking hold in our culture in limited cases, it s reach es ar e limited by
consumptive ideology that permeates co ntemporary so ciety. We must beg in
to recogn ize the value in seemingly o ld things, and I am increasingly inte rest ed



in these types of investigations to propagate change. In some circumstances,
the position of this thesis and its goal of adaptation would be nullified by
thoughtful consideration of waste.

Another question arises regarding form making and building planning. If a
building is deferential to program in that it allows a variety to take' place, then
what generates building form an organization? I might guess that a sort of
typological classification could predict the best performance of the building's
adaptation. Perhaps some building types are more conducive to changing into
others. These typological investigations would most likely consider both the
quality and scale of space involved so that space would perform as efficiently
as possible under a variety of criteria.

The idea that the building skin was based upon a modular system and could
be changed out to meet changing 'aest het ic desires was lacking in this specific
proposal. However, in this design instance, the elevations have become to
articulated and the skin to minimal to really discuss this idea. I do think it
could be applied as a concept in other circumstances. In many ways, this
would be well received to a building owner, but I understand that this may
extend into making architecture even more fashionable and changing, which
is against my intentions. I do believe that the sk in must have some ability
to change as the materials become weathered and no longer perform as
necessary. This particular issue raises the larger concern in this thesis .
It is one of accommodation. This thesis has always been maintained that
architecture is reflective of a variety of larger influences than itself, and in
order to be functional, must operate within certain rules. In response my
architectural response slips in between the two sides, allowing for adaptation
and change as is required , but with the end goal of a more permanent
built environment. In many ways, this architecture is easily exploitable , only
contributing to the change, flux, and impermanence in architecture today
rather than curbing it . In my idealized version of th is thesis, I believe the
response to be adaptable enough, but not overly changeable, sustaining the
life of the building. I recognize the gray area in which these ideas operate.

Perhaps the greatest criticism for this project is that the future adaptations, in
conjunction with the original design are predictable to a fault . The conversion
of a manufacturing space to live/work lofts is a proven concept. In many
ways, this undermines the goal of the thesis . While it is believable, it is
not challenging perceptions or thinking critically. I believe that some people
will perceive this project to be uninspired or lacking a realistic application .
Because this thesis operates within complex social and economic forces, it is
difficult to imagine the effectiveness of these concepts w ithout actually using
them in practice, allowing these forces to test their true utility.

As a conclusion, I am left wondering to what extent I have answered the
thesis concern over commodification. In essence, I think that users might
believe the building to perform the tasks required by fashion and program
shifts, depending on how influential they are to the activities of the space. I
hope that in some way, the building actually performs in the way I intended,
establishing a more lasting physical landscape. I have ended this investigation
with more questions then when I entered. This is a good thing. This year
of thought and consideration has revealed a new understanding of space,
building systems, and critical thought - both architectural and sociological
that I believe will continue into the future.
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extensive research in shipping containers, and the integration of industrial waste and modern technology.
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This text was used to investigate the low tech, use of trash or waste in the construction of buildings
without reprocessing the materials. The cardboard pod and Yancey chapel were specifically referenced.
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Used for study of the traditional Japanese modular systems of Shoji and tatami. Also, it discusses the
quality of the impermanence of things, i.e. the Shinto temple shrine concepts.
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Used for the Herman Miller SQA Facility program precedent study. It referenced images and text,
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industrial context.

Barry M. Katz,"Evolution," ID, May 2002,55-59.
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A text expounding on the concept of adhocism, or 'for this ' use, this text investigates the many aspects of
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Colin Amery, Architedure, industry, and innovation:the early work of Nicholas Grimshaw & Partners. (London:
Phaidon Press, 1995.)
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Emergence investigates the replicating of natural models, thinking of buildings as complex energy and
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pg. 69-76 The Plug-in City. by Priscilla Chapman - The Sunday Times/NI Sydication and Peter Cook ed.Archigram,
New York. 1999 Princeton Architectural Press.

This reference was used for the study of the Plug-In city for precedent study. The images and text
were used to describe and understand the concept of the city that constructs and deconstructs itself
over time.

Gunther Uhlig,"Klangkorper Schweiz : the Swiss Pavilion at the Hanover Expo 2000," Domus,July/August 2000,
24-3 I.
Precedent study investigating the use of materials that can immediately be used elsewhere in completely
different projects. The tectonic system simply compressed the members into a stable vertical wall. It
also inspired thinking about the temporal qualities of space that are intertwined with experience of
the senses.

Henry David Thoreau. Walden ed.Walter Harding. (New York: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1995)
This text has great thinking on Economy and critiques early needless consumption of the upper classes
in early America.

Kisho Kurokawa, Metabolism inArchitedure (Boulder, CO:Westview Press, 1977).
A resource used for study of the Metabolism movement in Japanese architecture - the foundation and
theories, as well as their application in built works. Also discussed the foundational, cultural analysis of
attitudes toward permanence.



Kisho Kurokawa. Kisho Kurokawa: From Metabolism to Symbiosis (London. St.Academy Group Ltd. 1992).
The theoretical grounding for Metabolism was covered in this text, and its progression through cultural

and societal change over the career of Kurokawa.

LinasAlsenas, " In Living Color," Interior Design,August 200 I. 100-10 I. . .
Used as a program precedent for the showroom space, covering the Herman Miller Showroom Ch icago,

using images and text.

Linda N. Groat, Architeaural Research Methods (New York:John Wiley and Sons. 2002) .
This text was used as a quick reference for direction regarding the thesis investigat io n process.

Lisa Skolnik,"Best Showroom: Herman Miller National Showroom. Chicago," Interiors,January 200 I, 76-79 .
Used as a program precedent for the showroom space. covering the Herman Miller Showroom Chicago.
using images and text.

Michael Franklin Ross. Beyond Metabolism. (New York:Architectural Record Books , 1978)

Melis Liesbeth, ed.• Parasite Paradise (Rotterdam: NAI Publishers , 2003) .
This text covered an architecture of mobility. It discussed mobile living pods and mobility theory including
the Nakagin Capsule Building.

O. Molloy, S.Tilley, and E.A. Warman, Design For Manufaaure andAssembly (London: Chapman and Hall, 1998).
This reference was used for basic understanding of the concepts of mass production, and its architecture
and implementation.

Per Mollerup. Collapsible:TheGenious of Space Saving Design (San Francisco : Chronicle Books , 2005) .
This reference was a guide to the transformative and inherently flexible objects in our world, and used to
translate these concepts into the larger transformative principles of flexible space.
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This reference was used for the study of the Plug-In city for precedent study. The images and text
were used to describe and unde rstand the concept of the city that constructs and deconstructs itself
over time .

Peter Cook. ed ..Archigram (Boston: Birkhauser, 1991). Originally published in London: Studio Vista Publishers.
1972.
This text was used for precedent studies and western cultural analysis. It draws interesting parallels
to Metabolism , with exception of the reliance on the machine. The discussion of scale is important in
that it generates broad ideas for buildings and cities . Both Walking city and Plug-in city are important
case studies.

Peter Davey,"Mo ral Maze," TheArchiteaural Review, September 2000,50-53.
This text was used for the Zumthor precedent study investigating the use of materials that can
immediately be used elsewhere in completely different projects. The tectonic system simply compressed
the members into a stable vertical wall. The temporal qualities of space are intertwined with experience
of the senses.

Peter Zumthor,"Swiss Sound Box," Casabella, September 2000,62-69,97.
This text was used for the Zumthor precedent study investigating the use of materials that can
immediately be used elsewhere in completely different projects. The tectonic system simply compressed
the members into a stable vertical wall. The temporal qualities of space are intertwined with experience
of the senses.

Priscilla Chapman,"The Plug-in City," in Exit Utopia, ed. Martin van Schaik and Otakar Macel, (New York : Prestel
2005) .
This reference was used for the study of the Plug-In Cityfor precendent study. The images and text
were used to describe and understand the concept of the Citythat constructs and deconstructs itself
over time .



RaulA. Barreneche,"Zaha Hadid Central Building," Architeaural Record,August 2005,82-91.
This text was used for the program precedent study of a central accessory space for a large BMW
manufacturing facility. Investigatingthe connections of space and functions, as well as the transparency of
specific functions to the office workers. Space is democratic, providing opportunities for interaction.

Rowan Moore, ed. Structure. space. skin: the work of Nicholas Grimshaw & Partners. (London: Phaidon,
1993)
Images and informat ion describing the IGUS factory, the tectonic precedents study.

Sean Topham, Move House (Prestel Publishing, 2004).
This text provided a background for mobility history, including the Yurt, and other examples of the
progression of the mobile architecture movement, as well as several examples of new living pods.

Stewart Brand, HowBuildings Learn (New York:Viking Penguin, 1994).
This text is inherent to the study of adaptable architecture, discussing the reasons for, and the components
of an adaptable architecture. It is critical of, and responds to the way in which people truly use buildings.

The Next Industrial Revolution. Willliam McDonough, Michael Braungart, and the Birth of the Sustainable economy.
narrated by Susan Sarandon. DVD

This video was used for analysis of the Herman Miller SQA warehouse precedent study.

Ulrich Conrads, ed. Pragrams and Manifestoes on 20th Century Architeaure. (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1971)
This text was used to provide additional support for the argument for flexible and adaptable architecture.

Victor Papanek, The Green Imperative (London:Thames and Hudson, 1995).
This book provided much of the emphasis in this project for the critique of consumption and consumer
ism. The focus of this reading was in analysis of chapters 8 and 9. The agenda is simplified; ecological
design is a necessity for human kind's survival.

William McDonough and Michael Braungart, Cradle to Cradle. (New York: North Point Press, 2002)
This book was used extensively to discuss modern society, ecology, consumption, and the relationship of
modern society to the environment.
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